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By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Writer
Citing "compelling personal and time
considerations," Roy A. Weatherly,
principal of Murray High School for the
past two and one-half years, submitted
a letter of resignation to the Murray
Independent Board of Education
Thursday night.
Weatherly, 41, requested the board to
terminate his duties as principal on or
before July 1. He also asked the board
for professional reassignment within
the system.
Board members accepted
Weatherly's request for termination of
his duties as principal and voted to act
on the professional reassignment
request at a later date.
A native of Murray and a 1956
graduate of Murray High School,
Weatherly served as assistant principal
at HopkinsvWe High School for two
years and principal there for four years
before assuming the Murray post June
1, 1977. Prior to becoming assistant
principal at Hopkinsville, he taught at
Benton High School for 10 years.
Weatherly received a bachelor's
degree from Murray State 'University
in 1960 with a major in history and
minors in English and political science.
He holds a master's degree from
Murray State in educational ad-
ministration and has done postgraduate
work at l'ASU and Austin Peay State
University.
In an interview after the meeting,
Weatherly said the major factors in his
decision to step down are the health of
his wife, Louise, and the lack of time he
feels he presently has to devote to his
nine-year-old sen, David. Weatherly's
adfa underFent open heart surgery lest
year.
"I am extremely proud of my tenure
at Murray High School and do not wish
to work or live anywhere else,"
Weatherly said. "I simply feel at this
time in my life that my family should
take priority in my time con-
siderations."
Earlier in the meeting, Emmy
Edwards and Doralyn Lanier, director
of curriculum, gave board members an
update of the Arts in Education
proposal, which is scheduled for sub-
mission Monday to the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education.
The proposal follows a needs
_auviskilen_LS-_,.11404), efikicollow111-the_ „.
Murray Independent -Ind-
County school systems:- The
aaaessnent, which included a survey of
teachers in the systems concerning
their needs for arts integration into the
present curricula, was sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway County Community
Theatre and funded by the Kentucky
Arts Commission.
A total of $43,158 is requested from
the U.S.D.E. to fund the program. This
money includes $18,758 for a full-time
coordinator to direct the program and
mobilize all the arts resources in the
community. The remaining funds will
be used for intensive in-service training
for teachers, consultants' fees and
expenses and materials for classroom
and in-service use. Participation by 60
teachers will be on a voluntary basis.
The school districts' financial
backing of the program will be on an in-
kind basis, amounting to $45,108. This
includes personnel time of principals,
supervisors of instruction, gifted-
talented coordinators, school district
administrators and secretaries; office
space; equipment; classroom and in-
service materials; and facilities for in-
service training and implementation.
Mrs. Edwards said that 20 to 25
programs will be awarded this year
with awards of up to $50,000 each. There
is an emphasis being placed on
cooperative system efforts toward arts
programs in rural localities, she noted.
While pointing out that the program
is designed to supplement, not sup-
Penalty To Be Added
To Calloway County
Taxes After Jan. 31
Alrcounty taxes not paid after Jan. 31
will become delinquent and a 10 percent
penalty will be added, according to a
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
spokesman
Taxes can be paid in the sheriff's
office, the spokesman said.
The spokesman added the delinquent
bills-will be mailed during February.
Names of those persons who have not
()aid by March will be advertised in The
Murray Ledger and Times.
plant, the systems' present arts
programs, Mrs. Edwards said that the
systems should be able to continue the
program after the federal funding is
completed.
In other business, the board voted to
delete the section on maternity leave in
the system's policy manual. This action
followed a request for clarification - of
the matter by Carolyn Light, a part-
time MHS teacher, and research by
board attorney William Donald
Overbey.
Mrs. Light, who is formerly a full-
time faculty member, had earlier
requested that the board allow her to
use the sick leave she had accumulated,
most of which while she was a full-time
teacher, during the time she is absent
from her job for maternity leave.
Overbey's letter to the board stated
that the 95th Congress had enacted
Public Law 95.555, generally referred to
as the Pregnancy Discrimination Act,
prohibiting employers from denying
benefits to an employee on the basis of
"pregnancy, childbirth, or related
medical conditions."
Since the school system has a policy
of paid sick leave, Overbey said that
Mrs. Light could not be denied paid sick
leave for her maternity leave.
Pointing out that since a majority of
her accumulated sick leave was
acquired during her employment as a
full-time teacher and that since she is
now employed only on a .56 basis, Mrs.
Light had further requested that her
accumulated sick leave be credited on a
.55 percent basis for each day she is on
maternity leave.
Overbey's opinion was that the board
should credit Mrs. Light's maternity
leave one fill day for every day she
remains on maternity leave. • ' 
In other personnel matters, Beverly
Hanks and Sue Overbey were added to
the subsitute teacher list.
THE MURRAY HIGH MARCiIENG BAND has been selected as one of the top 16 bands in the United States by the National 
Band Association.
Selection Made By National Band Association
MHS Band In Top 16 Nationwide
The Murray High School marching
band has been named one of the top 16
high school bands in the United States,
according to an announcement
received by band director Buddy Light
, Thursday afternoon.
The selection was made by the
National Band Association and in-
eluded was an invitation to perform in a
exhibition at the National Band
Association Convention in Knoxville,
Tenn., June 7, 1980.
The Murray High band was
nominated for consideration along with
49 other bands from all over the
country. The selection of the best bands
was through a process set up by the
NBA. A committee of seven persons,
six of them university band directors
across the nation, judged the bands on
the criteria submitted which included
competition in -sanctioned" NBA
marching events during the past year.
The Knoxville convention is "one of
Council Receives $18,600 Budget
For Murray Tourism Commission
A budget for the recently created
Murray Tourism Commission was
among the items presented to the
Murray Common Council in a relatively
absrlrygulor_F!:asion Thursday.
- --The buaget,
presented to. the -council by Doug
Stevens, secretary of the commission.
The commission was created by a
council ordinance last fall and its
purpose is to promote tourism,
recreation and conventions in Murray.
Approximately $15,000 of the budget
is anticipated revenue from the tax on
hotel and motel rooms in the city. The
remaininw $3,60u will come from state
matching grants which will be used
toward producing a tourism-oriented
brochure for the city.
Also Thursday, the council was ad-
vised by natural gas system superin-
tendent Tommy Marshall that
customers of the system can expect an
increase of approximately 15 percent in
their natural gas bills Feb. 1, 1980
today's index
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Cloudy with a chance of rain or
snow developing late tonight or
early Saturday and continuing
through the day Saturday.
Turning colder with lows tonight
in the low and mid 30s and highs
Saturday in the mid and upper
305
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Air extended forecast calls for
a criance of snow Sunday and
Monday, becoming partly cloudy
on Tuesday.
because of two rate adjustments made
by Texas Gas Transmission Corp., the
system's supplier.
Marshall pointed out that the in-
creases will nosj4tinazyaciditlonal_
revenue for thi-Tutitti-SYtterifitielEW-
the Murray system has not had a
general rate increase since January of
1977.
All of the increases since that time,
Marshall explained, have been those
imposed by Texas Gas which have been
passed on to customers.
'The rate increases are the latest of
Texas Gas' passed on increases that
have.caused gas rates to be 55 percent
higher than they were in December
1978," Marshall said.
The 38 cents per thousand cubic feet
increase will mean about $38 in ad-,
ditional cost annually to the average
local homeowner, Marshall said.
In other business, the council:
- Accepted the resignation of James
W. Coates, Jr. from the Murray Police
Department and approved the em-
ploying of Ronald E. Hobbs, 1631
Farmer, to replace Coates on the police
force. Hobbs is currenqy_cmployed by
Murray State ritlVersity's 366Int—r
department.
- Approved the appointment of Joe
Arnold to a vacancy on the Murray
Housing Authority board.
-Approved the appointment of Sarah
Duncan as deputy city clerk on the
recom-nendation of City Clerk Jo
Crass.
- Heard a report comparing high
pressure socli•vn , street lights with
mercury vapor lights, the pre,iorninant
street light used in Murray. According
to the report, the city could realize
some savings in energy use and in
reliability with the high pressure
sodium lights, which cost more
initially. The idea is to receive further
study.
Inflation Shows Largest
Increase In 33 Years
WASHINGTON (AP) - Consumer
prices climbed 1.2 percent in Decem-
ber, pushing inflation for all of last year
to 13.3 *cent, the worst annual in-
crease in 33 years, the Labor Depart-
ment reported today.
What cost consumers $1 in the 1967
base year cost them nearly $2.30 as 1979
ended.
Over the year, workers' real spen-
dable earnings were down 5.3 percent
as a result of higher taxes and other
rising costs. While average wages
before taxes rose 8 percent, they were
offset by a slight decrease in hours
worked and a very high inflation rate
The acceleration last year was,
caused primarily by housing and
energy-fueled transportation costs,
which rose relentlessly and accounted
for about three-fourths of the entire
increase in the Consumer Price Index
in 1979.
Through the inflation-ravaged -year,
the price of a gallon of gasoline rose an
average of 36.7 cents, while home
heating oil jumped an average of 3.1 8
cents a gallon, the department said
All energy costs rose 34.7 percent
December's 1.2 percent rise offered
little prospect of relief to inflation-
weary Americans, for it was somewhat





A total of 6763,000.55 has been spent
on 697,726 pounds of tobacco through
four local sales in 1980, according to
Holmes Ellis, general manager of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association.
Describing the market as "s10agish,"
Ellis said demand for tobacco has
declined slightly since last year.
He added prices for leaf grades have
run from $1 to $1.50 per pound. Top
grade tobacco has gone as high as $1.60
Per pound, Ellis said.
Almost 26 percent of the tobti'aco was
not purchased and put into a pool for
price support purposes, Elliisard:
Sales will continue Monday at the
Farris and Growers Loose Leaf Floors.
the most important organizational and
educational learning experiences for
band directors and bands in the
country," according to Light. Directors
from all over the world will attend the
workshops, clinics, seminars concerts
and the performances of the top 16
bands.
"Probably the most important and
exciting part for our band program
besides our selection as one of the 'Top
16' is the fact that it will be such a great
educational experience for our
students," Light said.
"Our students will not only have the
opportunity to attend several of the
activities the convention has to offer
but will also possibly have a chance to
meet and talk with the many important
composers and arrangers of band
music in the country today," the MHS
band director said.
"We are deeply honored that the
National Band Asociation marching
cselm—i1M4--bAa chi**41_,- our 
.fiAmcl.,,
program as one of the top 16 amd we
are certainly looking forward to at-
tending and performing for band
directors from all over the world,"
Light said.
Other bands selected by the com-
mittee are Lexington (Ky.) Lafayette
HS; McGavock HS, Nashville; George
Rogers Clark HS, Winchester, Ky.;
Enterprise (Ala.) I-IS; Harlingen (Tel.)
HS; Greenwood (Ind.) HS;
Kamehameha HS, Honolulu, Hawaii;
Warwick HS, Lititz, Pa.; Riverdale HS,
Murfreesboro, Tenn.; Chesterton
(Ind.) HS; Oswego (N.Y.) HS;
Fredricksburg (Tex.) HS; Travelers
Rest (S.C.) HS; Richland Northeast
HS, Columbia, S.C.; and Kahuku
(Hawaii) HS.
Band directors serving on the
selection committee include Dave
Catron, University of Michigan; James
Copenhaver, South Carolina State
Univ.; Tom Rhodes, University of
Texas; Joe Smith, Middle Tennessee
State Univ.; James R. Wells, Penn
State; and David Wells, Murray State
B01430110 014-0-.
official A. R. Casavant of Chattanooga,
Tenn.., also served on the committee.
'Get Tough' Stance With
Soviets Enters New Phase
By JAY PERKINS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Carter's "get tough" stance with the
Soviet Union is entering a new phase
with the announcement of possible
sales of military equipment to China
and with congressional approval of
special trade relations with the world's
most populous nation.
The two moves Thursday came only
one day after Carter publicly warned
Russia, in a nationally televised ad-
dress, to stay out of the oil-rich Persian
Gulf area.
Along with the House approval on a
vote of 386-12 Thursday of Carter's call
for the United States to boycott the
Summer Olympics in Moscow unless
the Soviets end their occupation of
Afghanistan, the actions indicated not
only administration resolve to halt
further Soviet intrusions but also
congressional backing of at least sortie
steps toward punishing Russia for its
intrusion.
Pentagon officials revealed,
meanwhile, that Chinese officials had
been told the United States is willing to
sell them military equipment - but not
weapons.
The U.S. officials, who asked not to be
identified, said Defense Secretary
Harold Brown told the Chinese during
his recent visit to Peking that the
United States is "prepared to consider
on a case-by-case basis" such sales.
Although no decision has been made
on what specific military goods might
be sold, Defense Department
spokesman Thomas B. Ross told
reporters that the equipment . could
include trucks, communications gear
and "certain type& et-aesl)-eracning-
radar. -
A Pentagon official called the new
sales policy an "incremental change"
of position and a continuation of closer
relations between the two countries.
He added, "You cannot, however,
take it out of the context of the world
situation. The Soviet occupation of
Afghanistan sped up or catalyzed- the
decision."
References to the Afghan situation
were laced through the debate in both
the House and Senate on. the resolution
giving most-favored-nation trade status
to China, a government this country'




A proposed gasohol plant for
Mayfield and Graves County could
receive boost at a meeting scheduled
for 7 p.m. Tuesday at the Graves
County Courthouse.
W.E. Parrish, a Graves County real
estate salesman, will attend the
meeting to give out information and
answer questions concerning the plant.
A "mystery guest" also will be at the
meeting, Parrish added. Parrish would
not reveal his name but stated the guest
"distributes oil and gasoline products
in the local area."
According to Parrish and Forrest
Burchird, a Graves County farmer and
agribusinessman, gasohol is a mixture
of 90 percent unleaded gasoline and 10
percent ethanol alcotiol. The end-
product is said to burn cleaner, im-
prove engine life and improve car
performance.
Parrish estimated the plant the
construction of a gasohol plant would
cost around $3 million and could be
financed through local support.





Lawrence L. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — In




pointed out that this diet was
terrible and it allowed an
individual to lose weight
quickly by changing the
amount of salt and water
that the body holds.
I'm not concerned with
losing weight but I am con-
cerned about the diets of
working persons, especially
young ladies. Could you give
me some suggestions as to
what people can use for
brown bagging it or what
"ithey might 'Use in a Mi-
crowave oven? I'm specifi-
cally interested in the nutri-
tional needs of women for
lunch and food combinations
that could be tasty and bene-
ficial.
DEAR READER — One
problem with many brown
bag lunches is that they
contain far too much fat.
Most of the luncheon meats,
cold cuts and processed
cheeses are very high fat
foods. Frequently over 75
percent of their calories are
from fat.
Lunch is only part of the
total dietary picture. A good
way to avoid some of the
disasters that can occur with
such lunches is to use un-
creamed cottage cheese and
unsweetened pineapple.
These can be put together in
a little carton and taken
along and makes a tasty
snack which provides both
calcium and protein with
some fruit with hardly any
!at.
Hot soups are excellent
k r-reraTYi s0
and a thermos jug filled with
a person's favorite soup is
often a good answer. There's
an infinite variety of ways
soups can be made from
those that are strictly vege-
table soups to those that are
cream soups. You can make
your own cream soup and
use non-fat dry milk powder
or fortified skim milk.
Fresh fruits are always
great since many people
need a lot more bulk in their
diet than they get. A good
choice here is a raw app/e.
There's actually some fac-
tual basis for the old saying
that an apple a day keeps the
- doctor awayr.—
Another good source Of
protein with a limited
amount of fat are chicken
breasts. These can be baked
in advance and provide a
good, tasty snack for lunch.
They can be warmed by a
microwave oven to the de-
sired temperature that way.
Some people like cold
cooked -chirken as it is.
This is just a start on the
list of things that an imagi-
native person can do. The
point is to eliminate excess
fat from the luncheon menu
but that won't help unless
you follow such procedures
the rest of the day. I'm
sending you The Health Let-
ter number 4-7, Weight Los-
ing Diet. It provides a basis
for a balanced diet for those
who do need to restrict their
calories. Other readers who
want this issue can send 50
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it. Send your request to me
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Blood River WMU To
Meet Monday At Hazel
Several events have been planned for the quarterly
meeting of the WMU of the Blood River Baptist Association
to be held Monday, Jan. 28, at 10 a.m. at the Hazel Baptist
Church, according to Electa Fulkerson, director.
Edna Butler, Baptist Women'sdirector, will lead the study • •
of the book, The Seeking Woman That I Am. Special music •
will be by Cynthia Turnbow, Baptist Young Women's direc-
tor.
The devotion will be given by Debbie Bell, Acteens direc-
tor, and the call to prayer will be by Estelle Gray, mission
support director.
Each one should bring a sack lunch, according to Mrs.















Station, New York, NY
10019.
I'm not recommending
that anyone stay on a se-
verely calorie-restricted
diet for a prolonged period of
time. The sensible way to
lase weight is the slow way.You can use this basic diet inThe Health Letter I'm send-





By Abigail Van Buren
New Paperback
For Adults Only
DEAR READERS: Every week I received more newly
published books than I can lift, much less read. But one littlepaperback caught Ty, eye: "Parenthood Without
Hassels Well, Almost," but Dr. Kevin Leman.
It was dedicated to "My high school counselor, who toldme, 'Leman. with your disciplinary record and grades in thisschool, 1 couldn't get you into reform school.'"
Being one who appreciates humor, I read on and found itto be well worth reading. With the author's permission, Iquote:
-A CHILD'S TEN COMMANDMENTS TO PARENTS
11 My hands are !mall; please don't expect perfection
whenever I make a bed, draw a picture, or throw a ball, Mylegs are short: please slow down so that I can keep up with
you.
21 My eyes have not seen the world as yours have; pleaselet me explore safely: don't restrict me unnecessarily.
3) Housework` will always be there. I'm only little for
such a short time — please take time to explain things to me
about this wonderful world, and do so willingly.
4) My feelings are tendes please be sensitive to myneeds; don't nag me all 'clay long. You wouldn't want to be
nagged for your inquisitiveness.) Treat me as you would like
to be treated.
51 1 aw, a special gift from God; please treasure me as God
intended you to do, holding me accountable for my actions,
giving me guidelines to jive by, and disciplining me in a lov-
ing manner.
61 I need your encouragement, but not your praise, togrow. Please go easy on the criticism; remember, you can
criticize the things I do without criticizing Inc.
71 Please give me the freedom to make decisions concern-
ing myself. Permit me to fail, so that I can learn from my
mistakes. Then someday I'll be prepared to make the kind of
decisions life requires of me-.
SI Please don't do things over for me. Somehow that
makes me feel that my efforts didn't quite measure up to
your expectations. I know it's hard, but please don't try to
compare me with my brother or my sister.
91 Please don't be afraid to leave for a weekend together.
Kids need vacations from parents, just as parents need
vacations from kids. Besides, its a great way to show us
kids that your marriage is very special.
101 Please take me to Sunday school and church regular-
ly, setting a good eitample for me to follow. 1 enjoy learning
more about God."
DEAR ABBY: I recently visited our daughter who has
2-month-old baby girl. I took some pictures of the baby; o:- •
showed the mother bathing the baby.
After returning home I took the pictures to a iongtin,
friend and neighbor woman who has never had any chikiri.:.
She looked at the picture of the baby being bathed and said.You should not be showing this around. It is pornograph:.'
.Abby, I was shocked, and told her so. Row can a picture of
a naked baby be pornography? An innocent little bah:. •
body is a beautiful sight. and there is, nothing dirty or tior
nographic about it.
Am I wrong? Or could such a picture really be consider.:
pornographic?
SHOCKED AND -CONFUSE:)
DEAR SHOCKED: l'orngraplmis the depiction of mit*
-seiftitif eicitement. If a picture
of a 2-montli-old baby- beiag...batked created that kind ofresponse in your friend, the "pornography"is in her mind.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony. get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and a long, stamped (28 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
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Girls Scouts of the Ken-
tuckiana Girl Scout Council
%ill start taking orders for the
annual cookie sale starting
today .
Today is the last day to
enroll in Monday-Wednesday-
Friday 16-week classes for
credit at Murray State
University.
Final fee payment for all
required late registration fees
or regularly scheduled
courses at Murray State
University must be received
by the bursar by today.
-- An exhibition- in-drawing by
M. Jackson, Radcliff,
will open in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University, and continue
- -through Feb. 6.
Exhibition by the National
Watercolor Society will open
in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University, and continue
through Feb. 20.
Household tea for the family
of Robert Ingram whose home
and contents were destroyed
by fire on Christmas Eve will
be held at the Community
Room, North Branch, Peoples
. Rank, North 12th and Chestnut
Streets, f Dom 6 to 8 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 26
Murray_ Art Guild will
present a Chinese Painting
and Calligraphy by Terence T.
Choy at the guild, 103 North
Sixth Street, at 2 p.m. For
information call 753-9085 from
I to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday.
C-A-Thon is scheduled to
:!ieet at 8 p.m. at Carman
CollegeFarm Road.
"1)11 a support group for
families and friends of
alc,tholics and for information
all 4374229.
Saturday, Jan. 26
Chili supper, sponsored by
Murray Assembly No. 119
Order of the Rainbow for
Girls, will be held from 5:30 to
8:30 p.m. At the lodge hall.
Cost for chili, dessert, and
drink will be $2.50 for adults
and $1.50 for children under
112.
Volunteer Painting Party
will be held at 8 a.m. at the
First Baptist Church.
Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 12 noon at the club




will dance from 8 to 10:30 p.m.
at the Woodmen of the World
Hall.
Murray State Lady Racers
will play a basketball game
with the Northern Kentucky
Women at 7 p.m.. in the
Murray State Sports Arena.
The MSU Men will play a
game with Georgia Southern
at Statesboro Ga., at 7 p.m.
Sunday, Jan. 27
Study of Middle East will
start at 5:30 p.m. at the First
United Methodist Church. A
chili supper will be served. Dr.
Farouk Umar will be specie'
speaker.
Monday, Jan. 28
Oak Grove Baptist Church
WMU will meet with Delpha
Taylor at 7 p.m.
WMU of the Blood River
Baptist Association will meet
at 10 a.m. at the Hazel Baptist
Church. Each one is to bring a
sack lunch.
Ladies Winter ,Tennis
League will meet at 9:15 a.m.
at the Murray High School
Tennis Courts to go to the




Stark, Baby Boy thielisai,.
Ht. 2 Bx. 302A, Murray.
Dismissals
David E. Downey, Rt. 8 Bx.
595, Murray, Mrs. Doris M.
Cook ,,nd Baby Boy, Rt. 5 Bx.
58, (adiz, Mrs. Totsye M.
Baker. Rt. 2 Bx. 274,
Springv,Ile, Tenn., Quinton T.
Baucurn. Rt. 2 Bx 430, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Barbara G.
Blanchard, Rt. 9, Benton,
Edward 0. Chadwick, 106 S.
12th, Murray, Stanley C.
Dennis, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Vickie L. Eclmonson, Rt. 8 Bx.
1125, Murray, Mrs. Wanda C.
-
Tenn.,_Mrs. Jerilsit K. Glover,
No. 1 Shady Oaks, Murray,
Mrs. Jettie M. Hargrove, Rt.
5, Cadiz, Mrs. Dorothy N.
.Mitchell, Rt. 2 Bx. 60,
Springville, Tenn., John S.
Pocock, Rt. 8 Bx. 52, Murray,
Carl Rex Robinson, Rt. 1 Bx.
150, Puryear, Tenn Mrs.




The Ladies Winter Tennis
League will meet Monday,
Jan. 28, at 9:15 a.m. at the
Murray High School Tennis
Courts to go to the Kenlake
Tennis Center to play at 10
am




Patsy Miller, Lynn Stout,






























• Bel-Air Center  • 
•
••••••*•••••••••••
Mayfield, Mrs. Teresa K.
Spiceland, Rt. 7, Benton,
Donald M. Stokes, Bx. 48,
Hazel, Mrs. Carol B. Willis,
Rt. 6, Mayfield, James R.
Towery, Rt. 2 Bx. 133, Murray,
Mrs. Ella H. Boehm, Rt. 2 Bx.
221, Springville, Tenn., Mrs.
Jane E. Clayton, Rt. 1 Bx. 156,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. Ode C
Diuguid, 104 S. 10th, Murray,
Mrs. I.illie I.. McAvoy, Rt. 1
Bx. 34, Murray, Robert C.
Williams, 623 N. 4th, Murray,
Mrs. Lavelle Smith (expired),
Rt. 3 Bx. 416, Murray.
Jo Hem n Curris• To
.peak Saturday At
Alpha Group Meet
Jo Hem Curtis, local at-
torney, will be the speaker at
the meeting of the Alpha
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club to be held
Saturday, Jan. 26, at 12 noon
at the cht siuse.
"Legal Rights of Women"
will be the subject of the
discussion by Mrs. Curtis,
according to Frantes Brown
of the program committee for
the department.
A potluck luncheon will be
served with Modest Jeffrey,
Mildred Hatcher, Sylvia
Atkins, Madge Diuguid and
Roxie Jones as hostesses.
Monday, Jan. 28
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-1792.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7 p.m. at the social hall of
the First United Methodist
Church. This is open to any
person over 18 years of age
who is single due to death,




Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 9:30 s-m. at the club
house.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Com-
munity Center with lunch
served at 11:45 a.m.
Lunch for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly will
be served at 12 noon at the
Douglag Center. For reser-
vations call 75341938.
Front Porch Swing To
Close Auditions Here
Monday, Jan. 28, will be the last date for auditions for The
Front Porch Swing, a group of ladies who sing four-part har-
mony and meet each Monday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the base-
ment of the First Christian Church.
Larrie Clark is the director of the group which was started
about two years ago. The group sings for their own enjoy-
ment and for civic, church and social functions.
Officers of the group are Ruth Eversmeyer, president;
Joan Cohoon, secretary; Martha Crafton, treasurer; Pat
Miller, sunshine chairman; Sandra Rogers and Miriam
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would like to thank you for your patronage over the
past 6 years.
Although we are no longer providing ambulance service to the Mur-
ray area, we still have hospital supplies available. Payment on
outstanding accounts can be sent to P. 0. Box 844, Murray, Ky.
Hospital supplies may be obtained by calling 753-3:03 or writing
to P. 0. Box 844. We also have medicare forms which we can fillout




































































THE ACES®IRA G CORN, JR
-Nothing ages people like
not thinking." -- Christopher
Morley.
The defenders aged some
after declarer scored
today's game and rubber.
West chose the opening lead
that looked safe, however.
he would have done better
had he done some thinking
about the bidding.
Declarer won the clultace
and led a diamond to
dummy's king to lead a
spade from dummy. East
hopped up with the spade
-ace-and led a.trump since it 
was obvious that declarer
was planning on spade ruffs
in dummy.
West won the trump ace
and fired bash another, but
it was too late. Declarer
won- the 'trump return and
ruffed • -a low spade in
dummy A diamond was led
to declarer's ace and anoth-
er low spade was ruffed in
dummy. estabhshing the
remaining spades.
Finally, a low diamond
was ruffed by declarer, the
Last trump was drawn and
declarer claimed iris con-
tract with the two remain-
ing spades: The defense took
only a club, a heart and a
Vade.
West can beat the hand by
fhoosing a more imagina-
tive opening lead and the
bidding should have pointed
ie way Obviously. North
Was short in spades and
feclarer most probably
would plan on spade ruffs in
dummy
To cut down .the ruffs.
-West should-have led a low
trump. Declarer-would win
cheaply, but. when East got.
in with his ace of spades, a
trump to West's ace and a
' third round bf trumps would
have left declarer with an
NORTH
• 6
K J 9 4
•K 7 4 3
• 9 8 5 2
1 -2$-A.
WENT EAST
• 10 4 2 • A Q 8 3
• A 5 3 • 7 2
• Q 10 6 • J 8 5 2
•QJ 106 • K 4 3
SOUTH
• K J 9 7 5




Dealer South The bidding
en eel -North -Misr-
1 40— l'ass 1 NT Pass
2 • Pak,. 3 • Pass
4 • lass Pass l'ass
Opening lead Queen of
chins
unavoidable fourth loser in
spades
When the bidding gives a
clue about declarer's plan of
play. forget the basic open-
ing lead tables and attack








1 • 2 •
ANSWER: Three hearts A
game try With a minimum
initial raise. North should
return to three spades With
values that might produce a
game. North should hid the
game himself
Send tindie questions to Thiv.,.Ares
I. I I Ros 12383 Teitd, 7522.
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VALENTINE'S DAY
Is FEB. 14TH
OPEN DAILY 10:00 to 6:00
Miss Teri Leisa Morris Is Married
To Mr. Futrell In Church Ceremony
Miss Teri Leisa Morris and
Thomas Jeffery Futrell were
married on Friday, Dec. 28tat
the West Fork Baptist Church.
The double ring candlelight
ceremony was read at 7 p.m.
by Kenneth. Hoover of
Owensboro.
A program of-nuptial music
was presented by Gary
McClure, pianist, with Miss
Sandra Duncan and Jimmy
purkeen as singers.
The church altar was
centered with a white flocked
tree and flank ti on each side
ty--a nilidatine flockeit-tretw—
and ifiatchipg spiral can-
delabra. The trees were
decorated with love birds and
pink and wine ribbons cen-
tered. with red roses. The
family pews were marke4 by
white flocking with wine and
pink satin boys centered with
roses and a candle.
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Teddy Morris of Murray, the
bride is the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Boone Duke of
Benton and Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Morris of Murray. The
groom, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Futrell of Murray, is the
grandson of Mrs. Eula May
Garland, Mrs. Cecil Orten,
and Mr. and Mrs. Rice
Futrell, all of Murray. Mr. and Mrs.
Bride:s Dress
The bride, given .
marriage byher parents and
escorted to the altar by her
father, wore a formal length
gown of white silk organza
trimmed with alencon lace.
The empire fitted lace bodice
was accented by a queen ann
neckline and shepherdess
sleeves with deep lace cuffs.
Her circular skirt and chapel
train was enhanced with lace
and a double flounce ruffle.
The headdress created for
her gown was. an open crown
juliet with a silk illusion veil
edged with matching alencon
lace. The gown and veil were
accented with tiny seed
pearls. She carried a crescent
bouquet of white_ sweetheart
roses and baby's breath.
During the processional the
bride paused to present her
Mother with a single red rose
and during the recessionalslie
did likewise for her new
mothenin-law.
For the traditional
something old the bride wore a
strand of pearls belonging to
her maternal grandmother;
something new was her dress;
something borrowed was a
t
gold ring belonging to her' 
uxedoes and bow ties with
'
sister; and something blue her 
pale pink shirts. Red roses
blue and white garter.
were used as their bouton-.
Miss 6herry Morris, sister • 
nieres.
For her daughter's wedding
of the .bride was the maid of -
honor. She - were a mauve 
of quiana 
Mrs. Morris chose to wear a
formal gown
formal gown of cerise giana,
designed sleeveless with a -





iiiimature sequirci.`)1r cor-aeentd with an elbow length
Thomas Jeffery
flower girl, wore a full length
wine colored gown with a
ruffle around the bottom and
long sleeves. An elbow length
cape tipped with pale pink
maribou accented her dress.
In her hair she wore baby's
breath and a single rose. She
carried a white wicker basket
decorated with a Miniature
love bird and wine ribbons and
filled with rose petals.
Serving as best man was
Earl Futrell, father of the
groom. The groomsmen were
Teddy Futrell, brother of the
groom, Gene D. Lockhart and
Kerry Stone. Ushers were Ken
Morris, brother of the bride,
Ricky Garland, cousin of the
groom, Kerry Wyatt and
Terry Dale Wyatt.
Master Jamie Futrell,
cousin of the groom, and Scott
Nix served as ring bearers.
The groom was attired in a
white tailed tuxedo with a
white shirt and matching vest.
His boutonniere was a white
rose.
The men attendants, ushers,
and ring bearers, along with
the father of the bride, wore
matching wine . colored
hooded cape tipped in pale 
sage wasof red roses.
pink maribou. 
Mrs. Futrell chose for her
-The.._ bridesmaids_ were
Debbie Brooks Hill, Renee
Overbey and Linda McCuiston
who wore wine colored
dresses-identical to that of the
maid of honor.
Each of the attendants
carried a single rase
decorated with baby's breath
and pink ribbon.
- Little Miss Shelly 'Hasty,





























Chopped Steak 62.49 79C
Melds include Baked Potato or French Friel,
& Stockade Toast. •
All-You-Can-Eat SOUP 'N SALAD BAR, just 99< with
each meal.




Our Quality Will Keep You Commn' tack.







to reduce the time lost
due to illness .or acci-
dent to a minimum. In
cases of sprain or strain
of the neck or spinal
vertebrae, it has been
found thal---elifroprlidiC
enables an injured
employee to return to ,







minimize the loss of
very expensive time.
If illness or injury
threatens you or your
family, " don't
despair...give
chiropractic a chance to
help. Phone our officc„






son's wedding a formal gown
with a straight front split skirt
of pink qiana. The dress had
long fitted sleeves and a v-
neckline. She wore a corsage
of pink roses.
Corsages of red 'roses were
presented to Mrs. Boone Duke
and Mrs. Ralph _Morris,
grandmothers of the -bride,
and Mrs. Cecil Orten, Mrs.
Eula May Garland and Mrs.
Rice Futrell, grandmothers of
the groom.
Miss Suzi Imes presided at
the guest register at the table
decorated with a small white
flocked tree accented. with




ceremony the bride's parents
were hosts for a reception held
in the church fellowship hall.
Mrs. Cindy Grogan, -cousin
of the bride, Mrs. Donna
Tucker, Miss Gail Smother-
man, Miss Janie Duncan and
Miss Renee Tobey served as
hostesses. They' were
presented corsages of red
carnations.
The bride's table was
covered with a white silk cloth
centered with a white flocked
arrangement decorated with
red carnations. The three
tiered wedding cake;.. was
frosted in a basket weaving
with red roses.
Rice bags made of white net
-ant tied with wine ribbons
were distributed to the guests •
by Miss Denna Waldrup and
Miss Penny Overbey.
After a wedding trip to the
Bahama Islands, the new Mr.
and-liirst—Futrell are now
residing in their mobile.home
at Stella.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Futrell
entertained the wedding party
with a rehearsal dinner at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Places were set for 22 guests.
STINSON BOY
Dr. and Mrs. Larry G.
Stinson of Warsaw, Ind., are
the parents of a baby boy,
William Edward, weighing
seven pounds 11 ounces,
measuring 21'4 inches, born
on Friday, Jan. 4.
The father is acting
superintendent of Warsaw
Community Schools, and the
mother is on leave as a
teacher of the I .a Paz
Elementary School.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Stinson ot
Hopkinsville and Dr. and Mrs.
Donald E. Jones of Murray.
JETTON GIRL
The Rev. and Mrs. Rand
_.4ettontof Hazel Route 1 are th,
parents of a _baby girl, Apri,
Gail, weighing eight pound:
one ounce, measuring 20 in-
--dies,- born on —Wednesday,
S. at 5;15 p.m. at. the
Murray-Calloway Count!.
Hospital.
Mrs. Jetton is the forme,
Nancy Gail Paschall. Rev
Jetton is minister of the Mt
Pleasant and Conyersvill(
United Methodist Churches.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Jetton of
Mayfield Route 1 and Mr. and
Mrs_ Noble Paschall of Hazel.
PADUCAH PATIENT *
Steve McNeely of Murray




Are you interested in
understanding difficult
Bible feels?
Listen to Joe Crews
each day Monday
through Friday on Paris
WiltR-FM 105.5 at 4
p.m. .











Prices Good Jan. 21 thru Jan. 31
All Sales Final — Cash Only




our new 21/2-year Money Market
Certificates pay
per annum, to yield annually
$400.00 Minimum Investments
Federal regulations require a substantial interest 
penalty for early withdrawal of certificates.
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State Employees
Have The Jitters
FRANKFORT — Hundreds of ap-
pointive state employees have a bad
case of the anxieties-jitters since last
week when a memo went out from the
personnel commissioner's office that
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. said the work
salaries considerably above many in
private business. They claimed it was
necessary to get "qualified" personnel.
The staff of the governor's office was
more than doubled by Carroll over that
of former Democrat Gov. Edward T.force inii-bs reduced by five percent----=.-sreathitt. Brawn has 'reduced theby June 30.
The most severe case of nerves is
found in the Department.of Education
where the new superintendent of public
instruction sent a note to all appointive
personnel asking for their resignations.
Some personnel covered by the merit
system also fear they may be tem-
porarily unemployed or, transferred to
other positions in the realignment and
reduction program. This can apply
particularly for merit system em-
ployees who have not completed their
six month probation periods.
The personnel reduction requested by
Gov. Brown adds up to 1,869 state
employes out of 37,000.
State employment rolls have
burgeoned during the past eight years
and particularly during the ad-
ministration of Gov. Julian M. Carroll.
New federal government programs
have accounted for many of these while
expansion of state government services
cannot be overlooked.
It was somewhat of a shock to people
in the Education Department When
Supt. Raymond Barber sent out his
memo. This department always in the
past has been considered one of the
most secure places for appointive
personnel. A stranded educator had a
good chance of securing a good job with
his fellow professionals. It was a haven
for misplaced Democrats during
Republican Gov. Louie B. Nunn's ad-
ministration.
Jobs in the governor's office that paid
in the ran ge,, of $12,000 to $15,000 per
year in the 1960s have now skyrocketed
to $35,000 to $47,500. Part of this, a great
part of it, is due to inflation, but
Governors Ford and Carroll hiked the
Sunday School
Less()rt v4111rit., pr-1, t,t k '
number, but he has hiked the pay in
some cases and reduced it in others
with the overall result of a large annual
saving in state funds.
Gov. Brown now wants to further
reduce the operating costs. One of the
chief targets for the new governor
outside of the general target of five
percent is a drastic cut in personal
service contracts that burgeoned under
Carroll. One of the prime targets is
attorneys hired on personal service
contracts to the tune of more than $2
million per year.
One Frankfort wag claims a lawyer
hasn't become acclimated to living in
Frankfort until he receives a personal
service contract from the state. Some
have more than two.
Personal service contracts cover
professional people such as engineers
and other professions as well as
lawyers and architects.
James Graham succeeded in driving
off or firing several in the Education
Department who had been there for
more than 20 or 30 years and were not at
retirement age.
As one old-time educator, who didn't
want to be quoted, said, "It's a new
generation in charge, and they want to
pick their own people" without regard
to experience- or longevity.
Gov. Brown also is tightening hiring
policies. The budget and use of the
press are his chief weapons in holding
the offices of elective constitutional
officers within his guidelines.
He also has asked for a survey of
rental property needed by the state.







While Christ Jesus was at the temple
in Jerusalem, the scribes and
Pharisees, who repeatedly sought
opportunities to ensnare Him, brazenly
barged into His presence, bringing to
Him a woman who had been caught in
the act of adultery. Knowing that,
according to the law of Moses
(Deuteronomy 22:23-24 ), such a person
should he stoned in, fiesth- hntwo
persons attested to her guilt of this sin.
These critics asked Mirist if the law of
Moses (stoning to death, should be
administered in this case, or would He
propose another rule by which they
should go?
Really the critics were not concerned
about this sinful woman, but they were
very much interested in finding some
basis on which to bring both religious
and civil charges against Christ. They
rejoiced in this opportunity of
presenting Christ with this dilemma. In
the event that He should say that the
woman should not be stoned to death,
they would accuse Him of being an
enemy of Moses and charge Him with
breaking his law, which prescribed the
death penalty. If Christ should agree
with Moses and declare that the woman
should be executed, He would then be in
trouble with the Roman government,
whose officials had the sole authority to
impose the death penalty upon the
inhabitants of Jerusalem at that time.
Acting as if He were ignoring the
hypocritical questioners, Christ
stooped and began writing with His
finger in the sandy soil. When He was
pressed for an immediate answer,
Christ stood erect, removed Himself
from the dilemma in which they had
placed Him, cut through the tangled
web of their hypocrisy, and replied in a
way which was different from anyone
else. He confounded them by saying:
"He that is without sin among you, let
him first cast a stone at her."
The humiliated critics withdrew
themselves with the least notice
possible from others. Christ said:
"Woman, where are those thine ac-
cusers' bath no man condemned
thee?" She replied, "No man, Lord."
Then He refused to condemn her, but
urged her to repent of her sin and
commanded her not to repeat her sin.
The way in which our Lord dealt with
this sinful woman caused her accusers
to drop the case lest they incriminate
themselves, for they had committed
adultery in their hearts, and some of
them had done so in deed. The merciful
and compassionate Saviour wanted this
woman, and all who read the story
about her, to know that by the grace of
God sin can be forgiven and cleansed,
and that their sinful habits can ba
crvercome through 'the power of the
merciful and loving God. In forgiving
this sinful woman the Lord Jesus did
not minimize her sin or condone it, but
made it perfectly clear that adultery





























Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is, to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline. 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HE AR T1.1 "MY-rriatler. -SKI-father
are in their late sixties. They have been
blessed with good health. However,
they have both been accident-prone
lately.
My mother broke her arm three
months ago and just last week tripped
over a broom and cracked two ribs. My
father tripped over a loose rug and
broke his ankle two days later.
I tell them it is due to carelessness,
but they just get angry when I talk to
them. What can I do to make them
realize that they must be more careful.
— K.E.
ANSWER: The,ir accidents could
have been partly carelessness, and the
fact that their bones are more easily
broken. The-older we get, the more
brittle our bones become. A simple fall
might prove to be ernbarassing or
result in a sirnple bruise for a young or
middle aged person, but an older
person may suffer a broken bone in the
exact same fall.
Elderly people should take special
measures to avoid accidents. It is ac-
cidents in the home that are responsible
for incapacitating many older people
Do not wait to repair a loose board or
Contemporary Religious Thought
"A,kape G-odty Love"-
By John Church well
Hazel &Mason's Chapel
United Methodist Churches
There is nothing more needful in
contemporary religion than the need
for an all inclusive love, also known as
"agape" The Apostle Paul uses the
word "love" in I Car. 13 whereas the
Greek New Testament uses the word
"agape" almost exclusively with the
Greek word "phileo" being used at
times.
In English we have only one word for
"love" and that is the word love. In
Greek there are three and if we choose
to use dialects then there are four
words for love. Erotic love is a love of
passion, emotion laced with sex. Phlleo
is a special kind of love. The kind of love
we have for friends, brothers and
sisters, a passionless kind of love yet
one with emotion.
Agape is a different kind of love. It is
all inclusive, passionless, emotionless.
A better definition would be sym-
pathetic toward, or a hospitable like
spirit. This --wird "agape" does not
appear in the "Septuagint" also known
as the Greek translation of the Old
Testament.
Paul in 1 Car. 13. seems to be putting
forth a new concept of love. A love that
is all inclusive. A love that is not con-
trolled by our emotions and passions. A
love that breaks all barriers, a Godly
love not swayed by anger, feelings or
any other influence. A -love that is a
steady caring concern toward His
creation. What a beautiful message to
Bible Thought
Therefore I will judge, you, 0 house
of Israel, everyone according to. his
ways, saith the lord God. ' Ezekiel
1/1:38
Cod is going to judge everyone of
us someday, at-turtling To %lea I- We
have done. The most unportant thing
we can do to get ready for the rvrmu
is to accept •Christ as our Say 
us. God's love can be trusted It
remains steady, unchanging, the same
yesterday and forever.
Paul in his famous sermon on love
used the term "agape." Jesus also uses
the term when He refers to our love for
God and our love for our fellow man,
and God's love for His creation. "For
God so "agaped" the world that He
gave His only begotten Son." (John
3:16) "Thou shall "agape" the Lard
they God with all thy heart, and with all
thy soul, and with all thy mind."
( Matt. 22:37 ) "Thou shall "agape" thy
neighbor as thyself." (Matt. 22:391
God's church is called to be
hospitable toward, in sympathy with,
and concerned about, even our
enemies, those who dislike and use us.
God's love is all inclusive, crosses all
barriers. It has an impulse to sacrifice
"Agape Godly Love" how attentive,
how confiding, Godly love is a principle
of life, and finally the Apostle Paul says
that love is the fulfilling of the -law.
(Rom. 13:10)
Jesus said a new commandment I
give unto you, that ye love one another
as I have loved you. (John 13:34 "By
this all men shall know that ye are my
disciples." (John 13:35.
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a shaky railing on the stairs. Tack down
that loose rug. When the phone rings
and you put the dustmop down to an-
swer it, don't put it where your husband
may come along later and trip over it.
Sounds silly, you say! You would be
surprised at the number of people who
fall victim to brooms, mops, dustmops
and sweepers.
On the positive side, be ready to think
of extra safety features that can be
installed to reduce accidents still
further. Ypu would be surprised at all
the types of accidents that occur at
home.
REARTLINE: I turned age 65 in May
of 1978. I did not retire and am not
drawing any Social Security benefits.
Because I was not retiring, I just didn't
give Social Security or Medicare a
thought, because I believed that I could
not participate in either benefit until
after retirement.
Several of my old friends and I got
together on New Year's Day and the
talk got around to retirement and I
found out that I could have signed up for
Medicare coverage without retiring.
However, one friend said that
because I did not sign up at age 65, I will
be penalized and will also have to wait
until a "general enrollment period" to
sign up. No one knew when this
"gereral enrollment period" is. Can
you tell me how this will effect me and
what I need to do to sign up? — J.G.
ANSWER: The general enrollment
period for Medicare enrollment is from
January 1st through March 31st of each
year. This enrollment period is for
persons who did not, for one reason or
another, sign up for coverage during
+++4++++41++44-+-*++4-+++.+++4-+++4-+++++ +4+ ++++++ +++ ++4+44 t
their initial enrollment period. The
initial enrollment period begins on the
first day of the third month before the
month a person first becomes eligible to
enroll. In your case, and most cases,
you first become eligible at age 65. ) So,
you can sign up anytime now before
March 31st.
As to the penalty, the monthly
premium amount is increased by 10
percent for each full 12 months in which
the person could have been, but was
not, enrolled. In determining the
percentage by which the premium is to
be increased, count the months between
the close of your initial enrollment
period and the close of the enrollment















Staff Sgt. Albert, V. Hughes,. once wounded veteran of the
Battle of France, was killed in action Nov. 2-3, 1944, in Germany,
according to a belated message from the War Department to his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hughes of Murray. He had previously'
been reported as missing in action. The Ilughes parents had three
other sons in the armed services at the time of the announcement.
They were medical corpsman Alton Hughes, CSK James Hughes,
and S1C Herbert Hughes. The latter two servicemen were attached
to the Navy.
T4 Sgt. Charles Dillard (Jack) DOnn' away was reported to be
missing in action Dec. 17, 1944, in a communication from the War
Department to his wife, Mrs, Mary Ilargis Dunnavvay, and mother,
Mrs. Eva Dunnaway of Lynn Grove. The tank destroyer battalion
specialist of the First Army mailed a letter home to his farrly
Jan. 9, 1945, that he was a prisoner of war.
Sgt. Kyle Brooks Ferguson, 26 year old New Concord _youth,
was killed in action in Germany Dec. 14, 1944, according to a mes-
sage received by his wife, Mrs. Modena Gibson Ferguson, and two
children, Earl Gene and Sarah Marie. He was a member of the
famed SecTira Division to conquer Aachen-, -Germany; ananig 'the—
first of the German fortified cities to be seized by U. S. troops.
In addition, he had previously been wounded in combat at Brest,
France. Ile was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Ferguson'.
- Sgt. Cody Jones, formerly a resident of Calloway County, was
killed in action in Germany Jan. 26,-1945, according to a message
received by his wife, Mrs. Ruth Jones of Mayfield, and mother,
Mrs. Victor Jones, also of Mayfield.
Sgt...- Alvis Calhoun was killed in action while participating in
the invasion of Leyte, Philippines, Jan. 6, 1945, accordng to a mes-
sage to hit wife, ,Mrs. Roberta Eldridge Calhoun. The combat
soldier had been in the armed forces for four years and had been a
battle participant in New Guinea. Ile was the son of Mrs. Myrtie
Calhoun and the late Ethyl Calhoun.
Pvt. Lilburn Van Huie, 27 year old pratrooper son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lilburn Huie of Murray, Was killed in action in Belgium
Dec. -20i- 1944, Huie is well remembered as a star athlete
With the Murray .Hight School Tigers. ,He also had three brothers
in Service at the tithe of his death: Cpt..Harbid hluic in Italy, Pvt.




Louis G. Starks, son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Urban Starks of Murray,
instructor for the Southern Airways of
Texas, Inc., has been given the Army
Aviation's Broken Wing Safety Award.
Starks was cited for "demonstrating
extraordinary skill during an in-flight
emergency" when he landed his
helicopter safely following a mid-air
collision last October.
Deaths reported include Mrs. May
Wyatt, 83, Mrs. Lula Paschall Miller,
83, and Joe R. Edwards, 75.
Odelle Vance, Jessie Shoemaker and
Lucille Thurman of the Murray
Business and Professional Women's
Club attended the state B&PW Club
board meeting held at Louisville with
Sen. Carroll Hubbard :as one of the
featured speakers. —
"Mrs. B Melugin calls to say a dove
with a whitetail has been Visiting in her
yard," from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
The Murray State University
Thoroughbreds beat Louisiana College
94 to 79 in a basketball game. Claude
Virden was high scorer for Murray.
Showing at the Capri Theatre is "The
Staircase" starring Richard .Burton
and Rex Harrison.
20 Years :kg°
Wayne Ezell, son of Mr. and Mrs. N.
A. Ezell of Murray, freshman at
Murray State College has been named
the 1959 Kentucky Champion Future
Farmer as a result of farming
achievements and successful ap-
plication of vocational agricultural
farming. He will receive a $100 U. S
savings bond.
Deaths reported include Edward
Wilder Wear, 68.
Bernard C. Harvey, administrator of
the Murray. Hospital, presitied at the
monthly meeting of the Western
Kentucky Hospital Administrators'
Association held Jan. 72 at the Student
Union Building, Murray State College.
The Rev. T. A. Thacker, pastor of the
Memorial Baptist Church, spoke at the
meeting of the Murray Civitan Club.
Charles Story and Mac Smotherrnan
of Murray were elected as officers of
the Industrial Arts Club at Murray
State College.
The Murray State College Thorough-
breds beat Louisiana Tech 54 to 47 in a
basketball game here. Gene Herndon
was high scorer for Murray and Futrell
for Louisiana,
30 Years Ago
The Kentucky lake Camping Con-
ference will be held at Murray State
College March 10 and 11. A part of the
activities will be conducted at nearby
camp sites of the various groups par-
ticipating in the conference.
"Tobacco sales being discontinued
because of the very high order of the
crop being brought to market. No
deliveries will be accepted after today
until further notice," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams
Waylon Rayburn, Zelna Carter,
Gladys Scott, Reba Overbey, Rue
Overby and Troy Glidewell attended
Clarence Mitchell, Calloway County
Soils Assistant, will address a meeting
of the Committee for Kentucky
tomorrow in Louisville.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Coffield Vance on Jan. 18, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. William T. Story on
Jan. 17, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Lamberth on Jan. 19:
Showing at th,- 'Theatre is
"The Great Dan Patch" starring
Dennis O'Keefe, Gail Russell, Ruth
Warrick and Charlotte Greenwood
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Jan. 25, the 25th day
of 1960 There are 341 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 25, 1915, transcontinental
telephone service was inaugurated in
the United States. Alexander Graham
Bell, in New York, spoke the first words
to San Francisco
On this date:
In 1949, the first elections were held In 
the new state of Israel.
In 1967, Defense Secretary Robert
McNamara said American soldiers
would be sent to South Vietnam at a
much lower rate than before.
In 1971, Charles Manson and three
young women were convicted in the
1969 Tate-LaBianca slayings.
In 1978, American and Canadian
planes took air samples over a wide
area of northwestern Canada, looking
for radiation from a Soviet satellite
reactor that crashed in the region.
Ten years ago, 25 people died in a bus
accident near San Luis Potosi, Mexico.
Five years ago, parliamentary rule
was abolished in Bangladesh, and Sheik
Mujibur Ftahrnan assumed absolute
power as president.
One year ago, Pope John Paul II
began his first papal mission !broad, a
"pilgrimage of faith" to l_40.4%droqics.
Today's birthday: Newsman Edvrin
Newman is 81.
Thought for today: The cruelest lies
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Gifted And Talented Program
In First Year Of Operation
In Calloway County Schools
Crochettiug for grades 2-5 is being taught by Mrs.
Resider Kelso. The audents are learning the -basic
steps in crochetting. From left to right are: Kellye
Geurin, Vicky Grady, Mrs. Kelso, and Kim Mann. Not
pictured are Lori Roberts, Stephanie Hays, Jody
Burkeen, Gina Gooch, Stephanie Barnett, Betsy Whit-
field, and Davide Waldrop.
k
Fun in Mathematics for grades 2-3 is one of our more
popular classes. Students are studying volume and li-
quids. being introduced to multiplication, and playing
games ttleiriforce mathematics skids. Facing the
camera irbarla Gremore, Kim Laugh, Amanda.
Smart, and Johns Calhoun. Other students enrolled are
Joe Baust, Chris Hale, Johnny Mac Phillips, Chris
Black,. Jason Sims, Valerie Barrett, Andy Rickman,
Jonathan Rose, Michelle Stubblefield, Stacie Williams,
Mark Barber, Harry McDonald, Lenora Garland, Ran-
dy Poe, Lonnie Brittain, Benny Cushman, Yolander
Greenfield, Ronnie Cochran, Alison Leslie, and Loren




Sea ing students are learning the
basic sewing skills such as stitching
straight seams, sewing on buttons,
and heming. Students are (front to
back) Angela Myle and Angela Mc-
-Clard. Mrs. -Patsy Watson is
teaching the class.
i
• T-Shirt Art and Shrink Art is being taught by Mrs.
Dorothy Cook to students in grades two through five.
These students are learning to mix colors and then
transfer their patterns to the t-shirt. Facing the
camera are Shari Steen, Chantal Walker, Vicki Hern-
don, and Mrs. Cook. Not pictured are Tammy Edmon-
son, Patrick Gupton, Sara Bucy, Felisha Lamb, and
Yancey Hide.
Cooking for elementary students has been a rewar-
ding experience for most students. Through the use of
senior home economics students at. MSU, Mrs. Diana
Rinard .and Miss Joni Russell have imparted a
storehouse of knowledge to their students. A short pup-
pet show each class has done much to teach nutritiou
and basic food groups, preparation, and cooking.
Students enrolled in this class are Kerni Ann Atkins,
Amy Albritten, Gary Bailey, Leslie Erwin, Elizabeth
Casos, Johns Jones, Nita Nute, Dana Underhill, Beth
Henninger, Lori Overcast, Teresa Armstrong, Heather
Williams, Debra Mott, Melanie Emerson, and
Elizabeth Marquardt.
Rose Lee Herndon and Karen
Dowdy are learning about basic
cooking techniques and nutrition in
the advinced cooking class. Miss
Carolyn Dennis is the instructor.
These middle school cooking students are learning
how to cook with a child under foot! They are studying
basic—cooking techniques and nutrition... students
enrolled are Lori Windsor, Daysha' Smith, Lisa
Chaney, JoAnne Darnell, Denise Thompson, Sherri
Gallimore, Tammy Thomas, Renee Butler, Alicia
  Aeschliman, Regina  Peeler and
Mike Keeliag. Mrs. Lynda Coleman is the teacher. ,
Science, grades 2-5, is taught by Dr. Harold
Eversmeyer and William Teeters. The students are
studying the biological aspects of science. Students
enrotied in this class are Sherri Tidwell, Eric Barrett,
Marcia Grimes, -Kyle Roberts, Ray Dunn, Kelli
aurkeen. Jeffery Smith, Timmy Alack, Carey Alex-
ander, Danielle Rodriquez, Stephen Lovett, Jody
Lassiter, Todd Bohannon, Scottie Rice, Richard Hill,
John Devries, Billy Mathis and Jeffery Call.
• . • - . •-• • •-;.
Physical Eduiation students in
grades 2-5 are studying the basic
training techniques applicable to
any sport, with special emphasis on
basketball. Pictured are Bobby
Allen, Stacy Taylor, Jennifer Par-
rish, Joey McCallon, Man Cothran,
and Jonathan Poyner.
Pet Care students, taught by Linda Dallas, are
studing the regular care and feed of domestic animals.
Students are maklearrieTtare folders. PicturalenTo
right are Steve Casos, Roger Hutson, Miss Dallas, Gail
Bailey, and Richard Lovins. Not pictured are Cliff
Curd and April Woods.
_-1411.19AV
Spanish on the elementary level is proving to be a
rewarding experience for the youngsters enrolled. The
students are studying the-basic language and are lear-
ning to speak Spanish words. Pictured are Richard
Henninger, Christy Eldridge, Natalie McDougal.
• Shalisha I3andarra, Gina Hare's, Karin Elkins, and
Christy Saladino. Not pictured are Dana Armstrong,
Charles Jeffrey, Gwen Bailey, Dena Menard, Ruth
Ann Black, Melody Kernel!, JoAnna Gibb, Tracy Man-
ning. and Suzanne Coleman. Mrs. Debbie Burgess is
the instructor.
•
The gifted and talented program in
the Calloway County School System is
Slits first year of serving studgnts in
grades 2-12. In the program, students
are directed in activities that are
designed to develop higher levels of
thinking, greater skills in group in-
teraction and advaned study in
creative expression.
During the first semester, classes
tvere taught on -Saturday mornings at
Calloway High, East Elementary a'hd
Murray State University. The Calloway
system is the only district tn the state
that offered the Saturday enrichment
program.
Students in the program are selected
to participate through test scores and
teacher referrals.
Last semester, the system had 260
eligible with 239 participating in the
Saturday school.
Students are permitted to choose
classes on three grade levels: 2-5, 6-8,
or 9-12. Class offerings include art,
science, math, physical education,
Computer Science has proved to be one of the most
requested claapes offered on the secondary level. Leon
Adams, instructor, attempts to -teach the basic
language of computer and program. Students are per-
mitted to play games on the computer as well as do
their own progrithinihit.-Students enrolled are Donald
Colson, Craig Chandler, Nick Horton, Denise Ruther-
ford, Jackie Miller, Galen Wortham, Terry Roberson,
Monica Brown, Melissa Miller, Mary Wagoner, and
-I.Susan Byars.
Self-Discovery is designed to help the students
become more aware of themselves; their feelings, their
abilities, and their goals and to develop skills in
abstract thinkiog. To aid in sell-discovery the students
are studying transactional analysis using the text AM I
OK? Pictures from left to right are Jeana Cooper, Mrs.
Donna Herndon, instructor, Christy Griggs, Mike Bell
and Karin Henningin.
Archeology for grades 6-8 with David Foley and
Stephen McDowell as,instructorsnre studying ancient
Indian sites as well as early historical sites Ken-
tucky. Rock and earth formation is being introdliced in
this class. Pictured are JoAnn Herndon, Nicole Fravel,
Trevor Coleman and -Stephen McDowell. Other
students enriilled in the class include Mark Cooper',
Mk 4erihifei
Rice, Sheila Alexander, Jennifer Jarrett, Regina Few,
Beth Woodall, and Mark Waldrop.
Industrial Arts for grades 6-8 is a new experience for
most of the young- students enrolled. Mr. Harold
Arnett, teacher, is introducing the students to the sur-
face planer and to general woodworking. (Left to
right) Bill Chaney, Larry Gooch, Kevin Lamb, Jay
Herndon, Leland Steeley, Denny Jones, Shane Wall,
and Tommy Pritchett are shown observing the
demonstration. Other students enrolled are Jimmy
Barrow, Michael- Bryan,-  Greg -ErLmnocon, Daron
Wilson, Chuck Adams, Stacey Darnell, Brad Haley,
David Lamb, Mark Barrow, Russell Evans, and Don-
nie Grace.
French in grades 6-8 is being taught by Miss Debbie
Hoffman. The students are exploring the language and
its customs, learning to speak some French words,
speak sentences, and play games in French. Pictured
are (left to right) Jeffery Harris, Mylinda Mitchell,
Molly Imes, Mark gassed, and Miss Hoff Man. Other
students enrolled are Kari,Lynn Larva, Janee Sims,.
Ed Crutchfield, Mal Grimes, Emily Dunn, Melissa
Manning, Renee Taylor, Lori Steele, Melissa Herndon,
Darin Loftis, Dawn Hale, Marcia Ford, Melitisa
Rkterson, Charles C,athey, and Evy Jarrett.
home economics, crafts, instrumental
and vocal music, industrial arts,
foreign languages, solar energy,
psychology and computer science.
Students receive no grades or credit
but are awarded a certificate of merit
for participating in the program.
Mrs. Bonnie Nute is program coor-
dinator for the Gifted and Talented
Program. '
These photos were taken during the
fall semester. The spring semester
program is already underway.
•LI•ax_me
The secondary French class is studying -conversa-
tional French with base of grammar. as requested by
the students. MS. Christine Walker is shown in-
structing Laureen Gilson, Kevin— Hopkins, and Laura
Fones.
The string art class, grades 6-8, is making a three
dimensional owl plaque. Students enrolled are (left to
right) Gim Garland, Cori Alton, Carri Ann Paschall,
David Grady, and Lori Burkeen. The instructor is Mrs.
Brenda Kear.
Secondary science, taught by Dr. Earnest KasMirig
and Dr. John Mylroie, is .studying the geology and
.chemistry aspects of science. Students enrolled in this
class are James Bibb, Joey Zinkovich, Mike Holloway,
Rodney Lawrence, Charles Woods, Ray Elkins, Greg
Schroeder, Perry Cooper, Darrell Overby, Thomas
Dowdy, Rita Duncan, Ronnie Bryan, William P'Pool,
Lynn Eldredge, and Aleah Lamb.
MEN
Nei /
Paper Mache and Christmas crafts is being taught
by Mrs. Margaret Crawford. The students are shown
here putting together the first form for their horses
they are making. The students are Lisa Phillips and
Regina Walker.
The Solar Energy Class, grades 9-12, is studying the
sun and its effect on us and how to convert solar energy
to use in our homes. Students in this class are (front to
back) Vincent Alton, Roger Colson, and Danny
Garland. Miss Patty Alvery is the instructor.
41!"r7,,
In the candle making class students are studying
wick and wax selection, how to use different colors,
scents and molds. The class is taught by Lorin Watson. -
Students enrolled‘ in the class are. (left side ) Amy
Lackey, Kathy Buchanan, LeAnn Rayburn (right side )
Debbie. -Littrell, Charlotte Dawson, and Matthew
• Cohen.
4.







-These guys have their heads
screwed on carted," was how
forward Gary Hooke
described the • lineup w ch
as forced to get by Itle
more without him in urray's
late-breaking 62 win oVer
Austin Peay la 'gill; •
In the few minutes of
the g,a , poker went-4ethe
baske epeatedly• but as still
sea ing for the touch he had
before he was hurt in the
orehead game.
At 8:38rhe was whistled for
his third foul and he was off to
the bench with a scoreless
first , half and just two
rebounds. Murray was
leading, 19-18, but soon fell
into a dry spell which allowed
4
Austin Peay • move ahead by
_ a 32-23 sc
But as it had done
wit t - Hooker at Western
tucky and against Middle,
ennesse, Murray began to
chop away at the lead with
authority. Forward Glen
Green scored four of the next
eight Racer points to send
Murray to the dressing room
down at35-31.
By halftime, Green had
scored eight points and had
taken up the .slack on the
boards with 11 rebounds.
"He (Green) is getting
befer--and‘lietter," Murray
coach Ron Greene said. "He is
. shooting more since I told him
to be offensive-minded and
since Gary wasn't himself
tonight."
"When Gary was gone,
coach Greene told me I had to
.;.• •
MURRAY CENTER ALLEN MANN finds a hand in his
way as he drives to the basket against Austin Peay.
14
14
Free For The Asking!
WRITE
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURS
Box 307 Murray, KY 42071
Sports
do more rebounding and
scoring," Green said. "He set
us up nice on the design. I had
the shots, sot took them.
, -We're not really that big,
but we'reoutrebounding most
teams.
With Green continuing to hit
consistently from 15-to-20 feet
and _controlling the reboun-
ding, along with center Allen
'Mann, Murray drew close. -
The second half opened with
guard Jerry Smith popping in
a 20-fqoter and then turning
around with a quick steal and
a stuff to bring Murray into a
tie at 35-all.
Even though Austin Peay
went ahead by four again at
39-35 and persistently hit from
outside until the final few
minutes, Smith's plays proved
it w-drild be a different half.
At 14:50 and 41-all, when
Green broke loose on a fast.
break and was fouled before
his shot, all eyes in the crowd
were on him. But then all eyes
switched quickly to the other
end where Hooker was 'Wing
on the court in pain.
"The first thing I thought
was here we go again,"
Greene said.
But after a few minutes in
the dressing room, Hooker
had recovered from a groin
injury and returned to action.
"That (the injury) probably
got me going," Hooker said.
"It I returning) was kinda like
playing with four new people.
It was like I was nothing. It
was what we needed."
Without Hooker and
protecting a 45-43 lead,
Murray went to its. spread
offense with 13:32 remaining.
After just passing the ball for
the first minute, Smith and
fortVard Herman Boyd began
to_make_a few. test riitc_to the
basket..
Finally, at 9:43, Boyd got
..the ball just iri front of the
basket and put in a short
jumper to give Murray its
biggest lead of the game until
then at 47-43.
After that, HoOker re-
Nee
•-•
LEFT-HANDED, forward Gary'Hooker tries to find his touch early in the first few
minutes of Murray's 62-51 comeback win at Austin Peay. Hooker picked three
fouls in the first half. 
•sioff Photo: By David Hibbitts
enterea the game and Murray
went to the four-to-score of-
fense, with Smith making
some sharp passes through
Austin Peay's defense. •
Murray increased its lead to
53-45, but was having trouble
defensing one Austin Peay
shooter, guard 'Andy,
"Dewhtown" Pagan, who wa,
hitting from 20-to-25 feet.
Pagan hit four straight frOni
that distance, and the Murray
lead was back down to two at
53-51. After a Murray turnover
with a little over three
minutes remaining, thei
%ernors came down with a
chance to tie the game.
Murray switched out of its 2-
'1-2 zone, which had stopped
Pea-y's inside strength in the
-econd half and had forward
Walt Davis on. Pagan's side,
:nto a man-to-man with Davis
!fl
Probably the biggest play of
the game ensued when Austin
Peay tried to go back inside to
center Roosevelt Sanders,
who had had 12 first-half
points against Murray's man-
to-man. But on the pass inside,
the ball ',cent off Sanders' foot
-;
MONT SLEETS (10) is looking for an opportunity to turn the corner in Murray's62-51 win at Austin Peay. Sleets was the Racers' second-leading scorer with 14
points.
Sell Your House Last Year?
Most homeowners realized substantial profit on the sale of
their homes. Specific sections of the Internal Revenue Code.may
allow you. to defer paying taxes on that profit, perhaps for a
lifetime.
If you've sold your residence, consult your financial advisor on
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Murray Women
Drop Fifth In Row
Murray State's women
' dropped its fifth straight OW:
game in a 69-62 loss to Austin
Peay.
As 'Murray, has done in
many of its games, it took a
Ire-point lead a couple"--' ar- --
times in the second half after
trailing by six at halftime, but.
could not hold onto it.
"This is a see-Saw team,"
Murray coach Jean Smith
said. "It looked for a while ive
were going real well; then we
go halfway.
"We were hurt because we
didn't get any center play. We
seere..4d on the rebounding.
"(Forward) Laura
not well. The doctor will be
examining her.", • _
The loss left Murray at 10-10
for the season.
and wasscooPed up by Davis.
Davis drovelhe length of the
court for a layup and was
fouled on the shot. Two
baskets later, he took a pass
from Smith and slammed the
ball convincingly through the
basket.
."1.1thought about it as soon
as I got the ball," Davis ad-
mitted. "I was deliberating
which way to dunk. •
"In the timeout ( just before
Austin Peay had its chance to
tie the game), he ; coach
Greene) specifically told me
to stay on him (Pagan)."
"He (Davis) is one of our
best defensive players,—
Greene said. "He really
helped us. -
"I told' them (his players)
that they (Austin Peay )
played as hard as anybody
this year. I was glad to get the
Murray recovered from a
miserable 35 percerif shooting
first half for a 71.4 percent
second half. Green led Murray
in scoring with_16 points while
guard Mont Sleets added 14.
"Coach Greene felt real
good about us having the 15-
foot shot," Sleets explained.
"Fortunately, we were hitting
it."
Murray also outrebounded
Austin Peay easily, 40-27, in
holding onto second place in
the OVC, behind Western
Kentucky, with a 4-1 record.
Miierray Ledger & Times
Lady Tigers Romp
Over Fulton City
The Murray High lady
Tigers ran their season record
to 10-4 last night with a 59-17
win over the visiting Fulton
City Bulldogs.
The Tigers jumped out in
frorit-of the Bulldogs early and
had rolled up a comfortable
16-4 lead after the first
quarter.
Last night's game was the
first for the Tigers since their
one-point loss to Calloway
County. Murray coach Rick
Fisher said that the Tigers.
were able to play everyone
-- that dressed out for the game,
with most of the players
recording two quarters of
playing time.
Murray was led by Tonya
Alexander and Candy
Jackson. The pair combined
for 36 of the final 59 Tiger
points.
Murray came out in the
third quarter and added 12
points to its 30-7 lead at in-
termission while holding the
Bulldogs scoreless in the third
stanza.
With both teams sub-
stituting freely in the final
period Fulton City closed the
scoring gap slightly, adding 10
fourth-quarter points against
Murray's seven to make the
final 59-17.
The Tigers hit 39 percent of
their shots from the floor,
making 24 of 61..attempts while
the Bulldogs could -manage
only five of 45 field goals for a
meager 11 percent. Murray
outrebounded the Bulldogs 43-
27.
Murray also outshot the
Fulton City squad at the free
throw line. The Tigers
dropped in- 11 of -21 froin the
charity stripe while the
Bulldogs hit seven of 17.
The Lady Tigers travel to
Mayfield Monday night to take
on the Lady Cardinals in an
8:00 p.m. contest. The Tigers
downed the Cardinals in the
first meeting this year, 55-53.
Murray 16 14 22 7 59
Fulton City  4 3 0 10 17
Murray ( 59) — Alexander
20, Jackson 16„ Morgan 7,
Jones 5, Fox 4, Garfield 4,
Thorpe 2.
Fulton City (17) — Brunett
4, Butts 4, Payne 2, Broyles 2,
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Give Yourself
This Valentine's Day!
With A Professional Portrait
By Wells
Call For An Appointment Today.
Amk About Our Valentine Special!
Photograpiki by
Darifi &lava
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After Trailing 33.29 At Half
Lady Marshals Hand Calloway Second Defeat
MINA TODD (23) fires for two of her 32 points.
Purdue Wins In OT
Despite Early Shot
By The Associated Press
Mike Scearce should know
better than to listen to the
Wisconsin Badger basketball
fans. •
But he did Thursday night -. 
adit almost cost the Purdue
Boilermakers a game.
With the score of their Big
Ten contest tied 50-50 and 20
seconds left, Purdue had
possession of the ball and a
chance to win. But Wisconsin
fans began a 10-second chant.
at this point, duping Scearce
into rushing up a premature
desperation shot that missed.
There was still time for the
Badgers to take a shot of their
own. luckily for the em-
barrassed Scearce, it missed,
and the Boilermakers went on
to win in overtime, 73-60.
"That sure was great crowd
support," Purdue Coach Lee
Rose said of the deceitful
Badger crowd.
Rose did have some timelo
soothe Scearce when the
Badgers, planning their last
shot in regulation, called a
timeout with nine seconds
remaining. . • .
-I told him 'to forget it-
.. eJiewjis k0_4 .tg_be, .. .L11
there and! don't ;vant him
thinking about it,- Rase
related.
Badger Coach Bill Cofield
was reluctant to respond when
asked whether the game
reflected - rumors of •
selfishness on his team.
"We executed our game
plan very well, ('ofield told
sports writers. "The only
statement I am going to make
is rily• original one: we
executed very well."
The 14th-ranked Boiler-
makers were one of six ranked
teams in action Thursday
night. Elsewhere, No.4 Ohio
State stopped Illinois 79-76;
No.6 Syracuse held off
Rutgers 69-66; No.9 St. John's
routed Davidson 67-48;
Minnesota upset No.16
Indiana 55-47 and No.20
Brigham Young crushed San
Diego State 123-91.
Brian Walker and Joe Barry
Carroll took over for Purdue
in the overtime period,
combining for 10 points.
Carroll finished with 21 points
and Keith Edmonson added 17
for Purdue.
Herb Williams scored 24
points to lead Ohio State past
Illinois. The Buckeyes took an
early lead and were never
headed, although they were
constantly troubled by Illinois
rallies and a press in the final
minutes.
Roosevelt Bouie and Louis
Orr combined for 28 of
_Syracuse's 37. second-half
Die Oran-Orb-en
past a surprisingly tough
Rutgers team. The Scarlet
Knights, struggling through a
so-so season, had numerous
chances to win down the
homestretch, but finally fell
short as Orr made a key steal
in the final 10 seconds.
By GARY GARTH
Sports Writer
The Calloway 'County Lady
Lakers tried to avenge their
only loss of the year last night
when they traveled to Mar-
shall County to play the Lady
Marshalls. But in a close and
exciting contest, the Mar-
shells handed the Lakers their
second season defeat 61-51.
Calloway got off to a slow
start in the opening seconds of
the game. The visiting takers
could not get their shots to fall
and were victomized by
several - early first-quarter
foul calls.
The lady Lakers began to
get their game rolling about
three minutes into the game
behind the shooting and
rebounding of forward Mini
Todd.' Todd pumped in *Of
the takers 15 first-quarter
points.
The Lakers and Marshalls
were in a 7-7 tie midway
through the period, and it
remained a close ballgame_
until the closing minutes.
Laker center Kim Willie fell
into foul trouble late in the
first quarter and spent about
one-half on the remaining
playing time on the bench.
"Willie was in foul trouble
early" I.aker coach David
Elliot responded after the
game. "It seemed like every
time I looked around for her
she was sitting on the bench
beside me."
The two teams contuined to
trade baskets as the quarter
ended with Calloway holding a
game behind the shooting ofshin 15-12 lead.
The second period picked up 
Todd and Willie, who corn-
right where the first had
tithed for all of Calloways 12
stopped. Keen put the Mar-
fourth quarter points.
shalls on top with a two- Cal
loway ran into several
pointer in the opening seconds
but Todd gave the Lakers •
back the lead on a three-point
sharp free throw shooting by
Marshall County wrapped up
fouls late in the game, and
play. 
the game.
After Laura Seay tied the 
Laker coach David Elliot
uffered some words of praise
game at 24-24 for Marshall for the Marshalls, who have
County, Calloway slightly
increased its lead. Three 
been rated the top girls team
in Kentucky by the Courier-
the closing two minutes of the 
straight baskets by Todd in
Journal's Litkenhous Ratings.
"Marshall County came out
half gave the Lakers a four- and played a very fine
point 33-29 lead at the in-
termission. played very hard."
ballgame" Elliot said, "They
. Both squads enjoyed a
strong first half with fine
shooting and strong
rebounding by each teams.
The Lakers came out
sluggish in the quarter and the
Marshalls took over the lead
34-33 on shots by Seay and
Barbara Faugtm. Todd sank
two free throws for the Lakers
to regain the lead for Calloway
and the Lakers increased their
margin to three points, 39-36,
midway through the stanza.
The hosting Marshalls
regained the lead late in the
period and increased their
lead to 43-39 on a three-point
play by Mitis Birdsong to end
the period.
Marshall County never
trailed in the game again as
the Marshalls began the final
quarter by' expending their
lead to seven points at 46-39,
the largest margin either
team had held.
The Lakers stayed close
until the closing seconds of the
•••
"I'm nofdispointed at all in
my girls," Elliot added. "We
didn't run our offense very
well in the thrid period ( the
Lakers were out scored 14-6)
but overall I thought we
• played a fine game."
The win raised the Lady
Marshalls' record to' 13-0. The
loss dropped Calloway's to 13-
2 on the season. The Lakers
host Fulton City Tuesday
night in a 6:30 contest. That •
game will be followed by the
boys varsity at 8:00 p.m.
•
Calloway Co. 15 18 6 12 51
Marshall Co. 12 17 14 18 61
Calloway Co. (51) — Todd
32, Owenbey 6, Willie 6, Miller
3, Hoke 2, Lamb 2.
Marshall Co. 61) — Keen
14, Barrett 12, Birdsong 11,




(44)tries for a loose ball as Mitis Bird
song (11) was-
Photos By Gory Garth
Western Wins At MTSU, Morehead Rolls EKU
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
(AP — Jack Washington and
Bill Bryant hit for 12 points
apiece in .leading Western




The pair got double-figure
scoring help from teammates
Craig McCormick and Trey
Trumbo, both guards, who hit
for 10 points eaeti in the
Hilltopper's balanced attack.
The win gives Western
Kentucky a 4-0 record in the
()VC, 11-4 overall, while MTSU
slips to 2-2 in conference play,
and 12-6 on the season.
Middle Tennessee was
leading 14-10 midway in the
first period, but 10 unan-
swered points by Western
Kentucky put- the Hilltoppers
ahead to stay. Although
Western Kentucky led by as
many as 10 points in the
second period, the Blue
Raiders kept chipping away,
keeping the outcome in doubt
until the final minutes.
- Middle—Tennessee's-. LeRoy
Coleman was game-high
scorer with 17 points. Edward
(Pancake) Perry, a freshman
point guard, was MTSU's
other double-figure scorer
with 12 points.
AKRON, Ohio (API —
Junior guard Wendall Bates
scored 23 points to lead Akron
University to_e 85-74 non-
conference college basketball
triumph over Tennessee Tech.
Sophomore forward Pete
Abuts took scoring honors for
Tech with 18 points. Forwards
Lance Bates and David Mason
each added 18 for Akron,
which shot 53 percent from the
floor.
MOREHEAD, Ky. (API —
Glen Napier scored 25 points
and Charlie Clay added 24 as
Morehead State defeated
Eastern Kentucky 85-74 in
Ohio Valley • Conference
college basketball last night.
Morehead State, 9-6, took
the lead for good at 12-11 with
12:21 remaining in the first
half, led 37-35 at intermission
and pulled away by as many
as 11 at 81-70 with 2:16 to play.
Eastern Kentucky, 8-6,
could get no closer than 69-65
with 5:02 remaining.
James Tillman had 19 points
to lead Eastern Kentucky's
scoring, while Tommy Baker
added 16 and Dave Tierney 11.
Morehead State is now 3-1 in
OVC play, while Eastern
Kentucky's league mark
dipped to 2-2.
LIR put your car in we doright 4. 4,
nal  our 
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We're The Inflation Fighters
These coupons will save you money but not at the
expense of quality! At Parker Ford Inc.




Solid state twirem ladedsi installotion of inotorcraft spark pimps, inspection of
choke, throttle linker smirk Mpg wires and distraint's, cm; odiventent of car-
Swats mil timing fears slightly less, moan", slightly mere.




Teal Special Price. Parts eid lager. Any Applicable yawn hive.
PARKER FORD INC.
LIP AND SAVE \71 
ALUABLE COUPON 
FRONT END ALIGNMENT t
SPECIAL
Clock and Oust caster, camber sod tan-is. Dom net Wed" vehicles equipped with
sompliorsea snit sespentions. Domestic possemer cars 'Sy.
Total Special Price As Described
$ 1 400 Airy es' amide' tams core.
PARKER FORD INC.
LIP AND SAVE
bowl For Fruit End Alpinist




Solid sato histomp includes Installation of metorawft spark p
lugs, points & con-
denser, inspection of choke, Pirettle liskege, spark pie, wires a
nd distributor cop;
adjustment of carburetor and tinting. Fours slightly less; Iceman's sli
ghtly mere.
6 Cyl. 8 Cyl.
$3 9 65












$1Any .pplicáls taut iitvs.
PARKER FORD INC.
LIP AND SAVE
Offer Good Through Feb. 29 Coupon Must Be Presented With Work Order
* * * * * * * * * * * * *
701 Main PAIKER FORD 753-5273 4
_
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA Standings
" By The Ajeerlaird Press
Easters to sler rare
Allaside avulse
W L Pet.































Los Angeles 35 16
Phoenix V 18
San Diego 27 V
Portland 25 27













New Jersey 98, Washington V
Kansas Cit);110, Ut4ity 86
- Portland tn.' Los Angeles 103
Fridays'Games
' Washington at Bon
San Diego at Indiana
Detroit at New Jersey.
-Kansas City at Chicago
Seattle at San Antonio
Milwaukee at Phoenix
New York at Golden State






























Boston Univ 74, Rhode Island 63 .
Gee Washington TO. Catholic 66, O.
Lafayette 83, Rider 71
Robert Morris 71, Alliance 69
St John's 67, Davidson 41
Kentucky Finance . . 4.3
Women of the Moose . 42
Thunrian Furniture 39
Dennison Hunt 31







37Seton Hall 66, Columbia 511 Paradise Kennels ,N 43Siena 02, Southampton 70 ilson Cleanup Shop 26 421 Syracuse 69, Rutgers 66 Fireball Five 24 483 Tteimple 56, William & Mary 55 HIGH TEAM u AML SC
SOUTH Peoples Bank 
6 Ala -Birmingham 70. S. Alabama 62 Kentucky Finance. 76514-s Morehead St 85, E. Kentucky 74 Tower Sports Center 763
Murray 62, Austin Peay 51 HIGH TEAM GAME HC




NC-Wilmington 71. Baptist 52
NE Louisiana 77, Nicholls St. 64
Old Dominion 65. Duquesne 60
St Joseph's 101. Bellarinme 94
Va. Commonwealth 63, New Orleans
Tower Sports Center 
Kentucky Finance 
HIGH TEAM SERIES SC
Peoples Bank 
Dennison Hunt 








Va. Military 95, George Mason 81








Akron 85, Tennessee Tech 74
Indiana St. 68, Tulsa 63, OT
Iowa 86, Northwestern 64
Minnesota 55: Indiana 47 -
Tower Sports Center 
Women of the Moose 







Ohio St. 79. Illinois 76
Purdue 73, Wisconsin 60, OT










237Pan American 83, N. Texas St 69 HIGH IND. SERIES SCiStephen F. Austin 63, Sam Houston St.
.
bots Smith 54556 Dacia Beale540
FAR WEST Valarie Morris C 526Air Force 58, Stetson 57 HIGH 1311). SERIES NC:
' Boise St. 60, Nevada-Reno 59 Jane Parks 628
Brigham Young 123, San Diego Se 91 Deese Beale  - .624
' '") California X, Oregon 71 Lois Smith 623
Denver 70, Colo. College 52 HIGH AVERAGES
. Fullerton Si iloli rvine 53 Lois Smith - 161
Idaho 72,N. 61 Sondra Rice 1.68
Long Beach St. 87, UC-Santa Barbara
71



















Authorised Ihst5 bew/or Coats,
• BARRM'S
SERVICE CENTER





Hooker 3 0-0 6, Green 8 0-0 IL Mann
1.5 5 Sleets 7 64 14, Snuth 1 04 I. Boyd
3 0-0 6 Harris 0 0-1 O. W Davis 2 3-3 7
TotaL1:9 4-0 62.
AUSTIN PEAS' (51
Webster 0 0.2 0, Thomas 2 01 4, StuX1-
eT3 5 2-3 12. Blanford 2 04 4, Burton 3 2-3
a, sutler 1 14 3. Henry 2 0-0 4, Pagan 8
0-0 16 Totals V 5-10 51
Halftime- Austin Piny 35. Murray 31
Fu/e0 out none Total fouls- Murray 16
Austin Pea) 16 A - 2400
EKU-Morehead
E. 1113ENT3JCIY (741
Taw 78.1 11L. Jenkins 3 644, sow
cheek 1 44 6, Baker 7 $4 X, Joan 1 34
4, Tierney s 1-2 11, Cox 3 34 4, Casale 2
34 6. Totais M UM 74
MOREHEAD ST 186)
Childress 5 1-2 11, Clay 7 10-12 24. Kel-
ley 2 $4 6, Coldron 5 44 14, Napier 10 94
41, metier 1 243, Racy e 1-3 L Totals
2636-36 16.
Halftime-Morehead Si. 37E. Ken-
lucky 39 Fouled out-Jones, Tierney. To-w foiiit-z Kentucky 211. sairenned St




Prince 2 4-4 & Washington 3 6.6 12,
McCormick 5 0.0 10, Bryant 5 2.3 12.
Trumho 4 24 10. Reese 1 3-3 3, Wilson 1
3-45 Totals 21 41-3662
MIDDLE TENNESSEE 48 i
Coleman 8 1-1 17. Beck 2 4-4 IL Harris .
4 1-1 6, Perry 60.0 11, Fitts 1 042, Frost
30.06, Randolph 1 2-24 Totals 25 84 58
Halftime--W Kentucky 34, Middle Ten-
nessee 26 Fouled out-Middle Tennessee
Perry, Frost Total fouls- W Kentucky
17, Middle Tennessee 20 Technical-
:414de Tennessee. extra time-Mit -X=
6000
Trail Blazers Look Like World
Beaters When They Play Lakers
By The Associated Press
The Portland Trail Blazers
certainly aren't burning up
The National Basketball
Association these days, but
they look .like world-beaters
whenever they play the I.os
Angeles takers.
The Blazers met the Lakers
for the third time this season
Thursday night and, for the
third time, they beat them.
_ ,"This is the best game we
13played a year," noted
Portland C ch Jack RamsaA
after the. 1 1-103 victory. -If
we play game after game like
that, we will be in the playoffs.
' "We played a very good
team and beat-them. We have
to do these kinds of things
night after night. Consistency
is what wins in this league."
Of course ftamsay's team
has been anything but con-




were anything but that
Thursday night.
"We didn't play that well,
and a whole lot of things hurt
us," said Lakers Coach Paul
Westhead. "Naturally, it
doesn't help when, Kareem
_  4 1.......1„. V 
"We. txied_to am and we gut
some chances early, as .they
did. But they made their
opportunities. It didn't drop
for us."
In other NBA action, New
Jersey defeated Washington
98-87 and Kansas City scored a
110-88 victory over Utah.
Tom Owens and Ron Brewer
scored 27 points each to help
Portland snap a four-game
losing streak and a six-game
Los Angeles winning streak.
Portland outscored Los
Angeles 19-8 in tile first 6:20 of
the third quarter to take a 69-
59 lead and the Lakers netrer
got closer than five points
after that.
Nets 98, Bullets 87
Mike Newlin and Ed Jordan
combined for 19 points in the
fourth quarter, leading New
s• Jersey over Washington. The
Bullets scored only four field
, goals in the final 12 minutes
while losing- their sixth _game
in a row.
Newlin scored 11 of his 78
points in the final period and
Jordan eight of his 13,
"It was a cyclical game,"
said Newlin. "Fortunately,
the cycle was in our favor at
the end when we were in
control." Kings 110, Jazz 88
Seven players, led by Scott
New York Mets
Sold To Doubleday
NEW YORK I AP) - The
New York Mets, last-place
-
League East the past three
years, have -been sold to a
group headed by the huge New
York publishing firm of
Doubleday & Co. for a
reported $21.1 million, a




that does more than build
' stoAmerica's favorite loader/backhoe.
Jan 1 Mar 31, 1980 on most
New Case Construction Equipment.
Get a head start
on abetter bottom line





Wedman's 20 points, scored
double figures for Kansas City
as the Kings rolled past Utah.
Wedman had 18 points in the
first quarter, when he hit his
first eight shots from the field.
Late in the third quarter,
Wedrnan was elbowed in the
face by Jerome Whitehead in
a scuffle for a rebound. He
was later taken to a Salt Lake
hospital for X-rays. The extent





. The Murray Middle School
boys and girls split two games -
against South Marshall last
night.
The boys took a 48-79
decision while the girls lost a
31-30 heartbreaker in the last
four seconds. The two tearn
are 4-3 and 4-2, respectivel
now.
Forwards Andy Parks and
Mark- Boggess were doubli
figure scorers and rebounder,
for the boys. Parks scored 18
bOlti grabbed 10 rebounas,
The girls teamm was led in
scoring -by Raysha Robert
with 15 points.
Murray  6 1.2 14 16 48
So. Marshall . 4 10 4 11 29
Murray (48) - Mark
Boggess 11, Andy Parks 18.
Tom Wagner 6, Jeff Downey 3.
Trevor Mathis 3, Roger Dunn
3, Cary Miller 2, Shawn Glavin
2.
South Marshall (20) M
Lecke 4, 0. Lacke 5, Miller
116, Cartwright 2, Jarvis 2.
Murray  62 12 10 30
So. Marshall 8 6 8 9 31
Murray (30) - Connie
Spann 7, Kim n Greene 3,
Raystia Roberts 15, Ann
Harcourt 4, Shelly Howell 1.
South Marshall 131s -
Madajczyk 1, Dap. Lassiter 4,
Dea. Lassiter 12, Tynes 9,




The Murray High Freshmen
defeated Fulton City 59-31 at
Murray last night, lifting their
season record to 3-5.
On Monday ;get, they had
defeated Hopkinsville 54-45.
They will play their next game
at Mayfield Monday night.
Murray (59) - Jimmy West
20, Cal Evans 4, Jeff Owens 8,
John Mark Billingtori2, David
McCiiistorl '10, gob rifingtoa
4, Tim Brown 7, Tom Sweat-
man 2, Ross James 2. •
• Fulton City (31) - Dean 9,
Hatfield 11, McAlister 4, Pat-
ton 2, Ricktnan 2, Aicker 2,
Craven!.
Murray (54 - Jint West im,
Cal Evans 5, Jeff OweriS 4,
John Mark Billington 10,
,David McCuiston.6, Rob Bill-
ington 6, lien Brown 5.
Hopkinsville (49)- Trice 6,
Manning 17, Linzy 4, Preston
2, Stone 9, Torain 5, Smithson.
Murray State University
ADVANCED BRIDGE
announces its 198 spring Semester
Non-Credit
Special Interest Courses
These non-creditLspecial interest courses are designed fer individuals
who enjoy continuing their education in an informal way, free from the
requirements and pressures of study for academic credit. The courses
are offered to broaden a person's professional, technical, cultural or
recreational interests. Instructors will be from both on and off the cam-
pus and who have expertise in the specialized areas. There are no en-
trance requirements, examinations or grades given.
mg Project materials and basic tools will need to be purchased by the sludent‘
Costs will be discussed as lie first class meeting Limited to 25 students
Mondays 630 1o9 p m Feb 18 through April 21
Murray High School Woodworking Shop
Carrel Keay) Harrison Instructor
Course designed to emphasize more sophisticated points of the game
greater understanding ol advance techniques Limited to /0 students
Mondays, 1109 p.m., Feb. 18 through April 14
Student (enter Snack Bar





A brier study ol American collectibles and antiques with particular emphasis 341
the period GI 1870 through 1930 Will include a familardation with language and
terminology bps on buying and selling, care and refinishing iespecially ol oak
furniture and primitivesi. and will rnclude at least one field trip.
Thursdays. 6 to 9 p.m Marco 6 through March 26
Wells Hall. Room 113 4 Sessions 515
ASSERTIVENESS FOR LIVING Connie Boltz and Billie Burton, Inshuctoth
Learn how to state whet you want in a positive manner while respecting the rights
ol others This class sill riot hare a lecture format rather through interaction and
practice you will learn: difference in passive, aggressive and assertive behaviors,
relationship ol sell concept to assertiveness, basic human rights. and specific
methods for changing non-assertive behavior limited to 15 sthdents.
Mondays 7 to 9 p m Feb 18 through March 31




Basic cake decorating for norsprolessional decorators. A $2 lee for materials will
:e collected at the lost class meeting Additional equipment needs and cost will
cc eiolained at the time of registration limited to 20 students
luesdays 630 to 930 p m Feb 19 through March 4
3 Sessions $IZ
BASIC SKILLS IN CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION
Joan Powell. Instructor
Dynanstration cit skills needed in making a garment using basic construction
te:hniques. Skills demonstrated will include pattern & material selection, fitting,
!ai "q out, cutting marking. sleeves, collar, zipper applications, waistline ol
dresses & hems. Pattern. fabric & notions io be purchased by Parbtithlk6 Is
-eeded. Limited to n students.
lasdays, 1109 p.m.'Feb. 19 through March 25
A.:;I:ed Science Bldg.. Reemli 405 5 Sessions $13 .
BEGINNING BRIDGE Carroll (Corks) Harrison. Instructor
Tit-, course will provide instruction in playing bridge. Bridge is a relaxing and
T.-mutating hobby, a moral teacher It is more than a one-dimensional card game
1- a drama - ethics and life all fused info 52 cards Limited lo 20 students
fuesdayl.,1 to 9 p.m. fob. 19 through April 15
Student Center Snack Bar 8 Session 520
BEGINNING GUITAR. Elmo Reed, Instructor
Students will learn chords for easy accompaniment for singing and will learn le
play several lovely melodic songs. Students should check with Mr Reed belore
buying a guitar for this class A textbook will be available for purchase Ifs easy
to learn and fun to play the guitar!
Thindays. 8109 p m Feb 21 through May I
Flee Arts Bldg., Room 216 (Bondman) 10 Sessions $13
BEGINNING MARATHON RUNNING Adam tanning III. Instructor
A combination of lectures and training runs directed toilard the physical condi-
honing required to complete either the 13 mile hall marathon distance or the
ultimate goal of all distance runners, the 26.2 mile marathon Each session will
consist of a lecture to be followed by a group training run All participants should
be able to run two miles at least three times per week
Wednesdays. Ste 8 p m Feb 20 through April 30
Carr Health Bldg., Room 105 10 Sessions: $14
USINNING.AIDDif EASILRN DANCING Diana Rinard. listreclor
Sofia known in this countryas belly dancing. beim 'if to eiercise yaw
a mew you. limilid4o 20 per class.
Tuesdays, 7 to 8 p.m, Feb. 19 &roach March 25 (no class pit March Ill





Charles and Elsie Thurman Instructors
Bus Slop and Latin Hustle Have fun, get great exercise and build confidence
through learning the latest disco dances This class is not limited to couples
Mondays, 730 to 9 p.m , Feb 18 through March 24
Stewart Stadium, Room 216
EFFECTIVE WRITING AND SELF-EDITING
commicsie with Power! This course will show you ways to make your essays,
letters, news releases, notes, and memoranda more effectiee through tighter
organization and use ol more precise words and sentences. After the first class
meeting instructor will wort individually with each person Group activities will
be determined by interest ol class members
Thursdays. 1109 p ns, Feb 21 through March 27
Faculty Hall, Room 101
GENEALOGY
Want to trace your family heed Techniques in collecting and recording information
including use ol family census, court and war records Assistance in making your
family chart and requirements for national societies
Mondays, 6 to 7.30 p.m , Feb. 18 through April 7






HOW TO BUILD A KENTUCKY LONG RIFLE Joe Keeslar, Instructor
learn the procedures and techniques used in constructing the Kentucky long rifle.
stock shaping, casting, working brass and silver, woad carving and metal envoy-
10 Sessions $25
INTERNATIONAL COOKING Alice hoenecke, hishector
The course will feature the cuisine ol three countries and will culminate each
evening in a meal. Cost of supplies will be 39, to be paid the lirstAight of class_
limited to 21 students.
Mondays, 530 to 1:30 p.m., April 7 *rough April 11
Applied Science Bldg.. Room N 206 - 3 Sessions $12
LEARNING ABOUT WEST KENTUCKY BIRDS0,"I PelenDn' Instructor
The course mill enable people to recognite many ol the birds seen in Western
Kentucky Emphasis will be upon identification through held marts, voice habitat
and seasonal appearance tentative field hips include March 1 Reelloot lase lor
waterfowl and . eagles, April 5. To Be Determined Kay 3 181 Ic .3"00
migratory species
Tuesdays, 7 to 830 p m Feb 26 through April 19
icourse will meet every other week)
faculty Hall, Room 4(14 5 Sessions $11
LIFE OF CHRIST Paul Blankenship. Instructor
Study ol the life and message of Jesus the Christ as bound in the gospels ol Mat
thew, Mari, lake and John. A written source outside the hew Testament will also
be considered. Attention will be given to the meaning ol His life and message for
today. Course is sponsored by the Murray Calloway County Ministerial Associahon
Thursdays, 7 10.9„o.m , Feb. 21 through March 30
twill meet every other weft)
Faculty Hall. Room 107 3 Sessions. $5
MICROWAVE COOKING Mary Conover. Instructor
Demonstrations will be given on cooking with the microwave oven_ M110( era
obasis will be On converhng recipes for use in microwave oven A 35 fee for sup-
plies will be collected at first class meeting Limited to 21 students.
Tuesdays. Ito 9 p m March 25 through April 1
2 Sessions. 15
ORGANIC GARDENING Mike Miller Instructor
This course is for the home gardener who wants to grow vegetables in West Ken-
tore( without the We of synthetic peshorles or chemical fertilizers
Tuesdays, 7 to 8:30 p.m., Feb. 19 through March 25
Faculty Hill. Room 101 5 Session $IO
READING FOR SPEED AND COMPREHENSION Joey Lovell, Instructor
This course is designed to aid individuals who wish to improve the basic speed
and comprehension skills necessary to handle their everyday reading tasks. In-
Unction will be individualized and will begin at each participants current
reading level Instructional techniques will include the use of reading machines.
lecture and assigned readings
Mondays. 7 to 9 p m., Feb. 18 through April 1
• :low, learning Center, Lower Level 7 Sessions $11
SECURITIES AND INVESTING - HOW IT AFFECTS YOU
Betty Boston. Instructor
An introductory course designed for men and women. Idea for husband and mite
to lake together The signficance of investment to your family the 
u
economy Inveshng and inflation. Preserving your purchasing power Increasing
your income Alternative investments: money market funds, mutual funds, an-
nuities investment clubs Understanding financial pages, balance sheets and Joust
ownership. Taught by an account executive ol a New York Stock Exchange
member firm.
Maydays. 7 to 830 pa., Feb 25 through April 21
Business Building, Room 306 8 Sessions 515
SOLAR ENERGY FOR THE HOMEOWNER Buford Anderson. Instructor
The course will involve disonsion, investigation, demonstration and experimenta
hors of solar energy and how it is used in and around the home Topics to be
xliidstat -̀ .-,•44k- &
storey, sizing 44 systems, sad the selection of appropriate syssems. no class on
merdi 13)
Thursdays, 7 to 9 p.m., Feb. 21 through April 3
Blackburn Science Bldg Room 111 6 Sessions $15
THANATOLOGY Clyde B. Vedder. Instructor
This course is designed to help individuals confront the dying process and develop
an understanding ol the personal feelings. needs. 140 concerns ol aging in
dividuals.,Clinical, biological, and sociological views of death will be discussed. A
textbook will be suggested, but not required
Tuesdays, 7 to 9 p m Feb. 19 through March 25
Business Building, Room 152 5 Sessions 513
TOLE AND DECORATIVE PAINTING Diana Rebatin, Instructor
Tole arid decorative painting is a method of painting Originally tote meant pain,
ting of tinware, bit other surfaces will be used. A pattern is used and steps
followed to create a veqetabk spice board. Painting experience is not necessary
Student must furnish painting supplies (oil paints preferred). Painting supplies will
be in the range oh $15 depending on how much the student needs. Limited to 20
students.
Mondays, 1 to 9 p.m., Feb. 111 through March 31
Fine Arts Bldg., Room 411 6 Sts110111. $15
Dr. Farouk Umar and
Dr Gene Garfield, Instructors
Discussion dealing with various topics concerning US. and World Affairs th 1980.
Each session shell be devoted to a specific issue such as SovieSAmerican relations,
Middle East conflict, Energy and American Foreign Policy. Additional topics
depending on interest.
Mondays, 9109 p.m.. Muck I/ thecogh May 21
Room 103, fealty Hall
U.S. AND WORLD AFFAIRS
CLASSES WILL NOT MEET WEEK OF MARCH 10
Advance Registration Is Encouraged




- -Address: _ „
Town:
My check I payable to Murray State University for $





Is enclosed for the following courses
Zip
to a course is cancelled because of insufficient enrollment.a full refund will be made. Refunds lin be made prior to thesecond class sksion to those persons who wish to withdrastfrom a course.
r•i_
THE MURRAY, Ky , LEDGER & TIMES
HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
12th & Main- Murray, Ky.










• Cortirshita Automat It Tronsaissioa Service
•Ceempleie lune. op 4 Repair Wyk,
rye s yia Radiator & Auto Glass Service 7531751
HOURS: North 12th Street
Sun.-Thurs. ATTEND CHURCH
7 a.m.-11 P•m- BURGER REGULARLY
Fri. & Sat. QUEEN Breakfast Served
lam -Midnight. 7 a.m.-10:30a.m.











641 North Hwy. - 753-9002
Freed Cotham Co.,Ini.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal -




"It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Our Delicious Bief and Ham SandwiChis
Sycamore at 121h C.all I Orders 753-7101
Tabers Body
Shop,Inc.
-Go To Church Sunday"







641 North - 753-2654
'1
-
I ) FOP I.1•:SiBA N K _
.-4; 1- ii- ii,ii ---ri - .i-t. 7 - -




Murray's Most Complete Department Store
COlallents of
.0&W Auto Supply
,. "We install auto glass"

























































Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Singing Evening Wors 5.3% 6-00 p.m
BUN BUR
Morning Worship • 11:00am.
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.
LIRISET sarnsir
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 pin.
MEIBUIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.








Evening Worship 7 :0011.m.
ELM MISR tAPTIST
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.









Evening Worship 5:30 p.m.&6:00 pm.
NOWT MINES FREEWILL BAPTIST


































Evening Services 6:00 p.m.
MITI BAPTIST
Morning Worship , 11:00am.
Evening Worship -- 6:00p.m.
MIST GROVE
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
PIESTIMIT STREET GENERAL .
Sunda School 10 10a .m.
Morning Worship 11 00am
LEDBETTEJI MISSIONARY BAPTIST. •
Sunday School " 10-00 a.m.
Preaching 11 00 a.m.&6:00 p.m












ST. ANN BAPTIST CNUNCII
Morning Worship 10745 a.m.
Sunday School 9.30 a.m.
SISTER BAPTIST NUMB
Wednesday Service 6 30 p.m.
Sunday *chool 1000 am
WorshipSen-ice 11.00 a .m




Nightly Service 6:00 p.m.
EASTWOOS BAPTIST MINIM
' sliiiitiretriber - - A-Ws le7- -
Morning Worship . II:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
Wednesday Evening 7:00 p.m
OTHERS
COON Sc JESIPS MYST
BE UTTER DAT SAINTS
Woodman of World Bldg.
Sunday School 1045am.
Evening Service 4.30 p.m.
ST. MI CATIMUC COMM




Farmer Ave and 17th St Murray,
Sundays 11: 00 a.m.
AIRMAN'S WITNESSES
Watchtower 10:30 a.m..
Bible Lecture 9730 a.m.
ST. MIN'S EPISOSPAL






Sabbath School Sat 10.30 a.m.
Worship Service Sat. 9:15 a.m.
MITOSIS( INIEPIEMIENIM
414N 4th




Worship Ser. Icei 10 45a m•IPOO
11111111115 CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship 10: 30 a .m.






















































- - - -
Morning Worship 10:45 arn
















Morning Worship 10-Ma m
Evening Worship 6:00p m
EMMET COMM OF CHRIST
Sunday School 10:00 a in
Morning Worship 10.50 a.n)
Evening Worship 7-00p in











Monday & Thursday 7 30p TI
TIMM CHRISTIAN CENTER
111th at Calloway .
Church School 10 00a
Worship 11 00 a T1.
Sunday Evening 0p
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Compliments
Paschall Truck Lines
Rt 4 Murray, Ky. 753-1717
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager
Serving Graves, Calloway, Marshall, Carlisle Counties in
Ky. and Henry Co., Tenn.
753-4351 or 247-4350
Rutledge Funeral Home
'Serving Murray for 25 Years
Pete aid Anthony Rutledge
105 Phi. St. 753-3452 or 753-6565
AN INVESTMENT
IN YOUR FUTURE
"I wonder what limn I will play in God's
heme of things. Will the was I live my
life make AD, difference at all?" Everyone
mks these questions at one time or another
The universe is so vast and jjane so infinite
that it is difficult to belieye illPt one life can
change the history of mankind at all.
Yet essh man and woman's life is im-
portant to God's plan. Like a wise and lov•
ing parent. God allows us to make our own
decisions-and our own mistakes. It is up .
to each of us to make she wisest chokes
that we can in life. Iii this was we can
contribute to the good of mankind.
NAZARENE
MURRAY CHURCH •
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Viorship 10:45 a.m.















Sunday School 10.00 a in.
Worship.Service 11 00 a.m.
NUTS PLEASANT GROVE




Worship Services 1:00 a.m.". 7: 00 p.m.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7 00 p.m.
FIRST PRESSYTERIAN
Church School 9.30 a.m.








Sunday School 10,00 a.m.
Worship Services 11_00 a.m, 6:00 p.m.
• - CALVARY TEMPLE •
Sunday School .10:00 am
Worship Services 11:00 a.m.. 7:30p.m
' FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School 10004.m..
- • iilioes;;;0"




Sun. Services 10: 15.0-11 000.m.. 7:00p.m.
Tues. Bible Study 7,00p.m.
WHIMS CNN'S!.




Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 700 p.m.





Worship 10: 00 a.m.
Sunday School '11:00a.m.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship 10 : 00 a.m.











Worship Service 11 .00 a.in
1.0:00 a.m.Sunday School
INDEPENDENCE UNITED




Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
.:Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
COLD WATER MITER
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 1st di 2nd
Sunday, 10:00 a.m. 3rd & 4th, Sunday
School 10:00a.m. 1st & 2nd Sunday. 11:00
a.m. 3rd di 4th Sunday. .
MIPLE MILL UNITES
Morning worship 10:00 am
Sunday School 11:00a.m
IIIISSELL'SCNAPEL UNITES
Sunday School 10:00 a.m
Morrung Worship 11:00 a .m
LYNN SRI SE
Worship Service
Church School .109i45 m a.m
;OMEN NETIMBIST
Church School 1000 a .m
Worship Service 11:00a.m.
Evening Services Worship 6:30 p.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND







Worship Service 1000 a.m. 1st Sunday
• 11:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday: .Sunday School
11:00 a.m. 1st Sunday- 10:00 a.m. 2nd.
. lrd&4thSunday.
Worship service a.m. 2nd Sunday.
11 -00 am.4th Sunday Sunday c^bOol







Sunday S. h..ol -








2nd & 4th Sunday Night 7:00 p.m
MITI PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 9:45a .ro












West Ky.'s Sandwich Specialist
WE DELIVER




Bel-Air Shopping 153-5005 South 12th St.
- Murray_Center
Rib -Shack •
t'pecializing in Bar-B-Que pork & Ribs Country Style
Cooking Homemade Pies, Soup & Chili
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
901 Coldwater Road 753-4171
Sir
310 E. Main
Lot Us Nola Tao ladle Y oar
Wadding A Draw Coma TN,


























For Fine Printing" 753-5397
k'OeidaaSA ZIAvZ,
OF MURRAY
Sunday Buffets - 11 to 2
Hwy. 641 South 753-5986
Hutchins Body Shop
Billy Hutchins-Manager
Free Estimates-All Work Guaranteed
Dixieland Shopping Ctr. 753-6029
Gallimore's Restaurant.
Specializing in Catfish Dinners
• We Cater To Parties
Hazel, Ky. 492-9785
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks A Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street 753,1540
ParkerFOR D 1
Ford Inc..
ICeam,00/1"iv- 701 Main 753-5273
. Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices For Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
,
"Me D. Co0P01. SW-0•1"8 Mal• Gm. mr. lime 753-8221
Nateand Ditug6134 Bob Dunn, R.Ph.
15% Discount Cash & Carry
on Prescriptions
109 So. 4th St. 153-1462
Byron's Discount Pharmacy






Specializing in Plate Lunches
. - -ritici C•qt.fis..h.Dinner:_s , s
So. 12th St. Reside, Bank of Murray Branch 1
... i\ is,) Joe's-. _ Open7FamilyDays a RestaurantWeek Until 9 p.m.
"Visit Us After Church This Sunday"
Open For Breakfast
1906 Coldwater Rd. 759-1864
D &T Warehouse Foods
Lowest Groceries in Town
"Closed On Sunday-To Better










Five Points Auto Repair
Expert Paint & Body Work
"No Job Too Small"
Compare Our Prices
8101/2 Coldwater Rd. 753-9181
Starks Concrete Works
Ready Mixed Concrete
Specializing in Curbs .& Giikters
753-2243
641 Super Shell.
Free Pickup A Delivery
Open 6:30 Lin- Clete 11.00 p in
Suedes Open 11,00 cno. Clete 10-00 p.m
South 12th Phone 753 9131
Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sess and Service
Phone 753-5802 205 N. 4th St.
• •
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Former Local Girl Serving As Hostess Reported Safe
Hijackers Demand To Be Flown To Iran CLASSIFIED ADS
'ATLANTA (AP) - Two
hijackers believed armed and
claiming to be Black Muslims
commandeered a Delta Air
Lines jet carrying more than
60 persons from Atlanta to
New York early today. They
forced the plane to fly fo
Havana where they dernanded
another silane to take them to
Iran.
Airline hostess Kay Adams,
granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Horton of
Murray, was reported safe in
Cuba.
Her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Rob Adams,
Albuquerque, N.M. and for-
merly- of Murray, were
notified by airline authorities
this morning that she was
safe.
Miss Adams, who resides- in
Louisville _bu works out of
Chicago, Ill., has been with the
airline for five years. -
State Department
spokesman David Pas§4ge
said in Washington that the
hijackers asked Cuban
authorities to provide them
with a plane to Tehran, but the
Cubans refused. Delta said the
hijacked plane, a wide-bodied
L-1011., was not equipped to
cross the ocean.
FBI agent Welton Merry in
Miami said "At least two of
the passengers have been
identified as hiajckers. They
claim to be Black Muslims
and they want to go to
Tehran." •
- There were reports the
hijackers carried a gun or a
bomb. Merry said his only
definite word was that they
CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS 3 Worm
1 Female deer 4 City official
4 Female horse 5 Part of to
8 The urial be
-11-1rrita1es 6 Tear
12 Among 7 Redact
13 Vessel 8 Freshets
14 Compass lot 9 Torrid
15 Declare 10 Devoured
17 @uccaneer 11 Key
19 Race seg- '16 Man's nick-
ment name
21 Tennis stroke 18 Steal
23 Little one 20 Church
24 Paradise bench
26 Quarrel 22 War planes,2trt houcest 25 Conjunction
31 Emerged vic- '27 Sorrow
torious 29 Deposit amount
33 Swab 30 Beverage 40 Stitch
35 Observe 32 Pecan. e.g -43 Tie
36 Greek letter 34 Snoop 46 Penpoint
,38 Shoe covers 36 Crowd 48 Decay
41 Tantalum- 37 Flying • . 50-Long for
symbol saucer Abbr 52 Runs easily























Answer to Thursday's Puzzle
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were armed with "real
weapons."
Nearly five hours after
Flight 1116 landed 0 Havana's
Jose Martinez Airport at 4:03
a.m. EST, sits doors remained
shut and Passage said the only
person allowed off was one
unidentified diabetic
passenger who was taken to a
Havana hospital.
There, were no reports of
injuries.
The flight was hijacked over
Greensboro, N.C., 410t about
1:51 EST, said Delta
spokesman Jim Ewing.
Dennis Feldman, a
spokesman for the FAA in
Washington, said earlier that
the plane apparently was
being refueled in Havana and
was to return to Miami.
Pastor To Speak
At Marlin's Chapel
The Rev. Dan Tucker will
speak at the 11 a.m. worship
service on Sunday, Jan. 27 at
the Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church, located out
South 16th Street.
Ralph Robertson will direct,
the church &oh' with -Ttielc-y
Cunningham as the pianist.
The special selection for the
worship service will be "God
Walks The Dark Hills."
Sunday school with Pat
Robertson as superintendent
will be at 10 a.m.
Serving as church greeters




Subscribers who have not receiv-
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
530. p.m. Monday-Eriday or .by
3-30 p.m. Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or -3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A ciffulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays Of 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office hours
of The Murray Ledger & Times are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Fr,rlav ana 8 a.m. to noon, Sang-.
days
, PEANUTS



























ci MO Uncted Feahoe SIVfthcr.• inc
Aviation officials in Miarm
said they had not received a
flight plan from Havana.
The FAA said the jet carried
52 passengers and 12 crew
members, but Delta
spokesman Dick Jones said in
Atlanta there were 62 persons
aboard-Si passengers and 11
crew.
Feldman also said before
the plane landed in Havana
"our information is that there
is a man in the cockpit with 4
gun."
However; a State Depart-
ment spokesman who declined
to be named said the hijacker
told the crew he had a bomb.
The flight began Thursday
in Los Angeles and stopped in
Dallas before arriving in
Atlanta, taking off from there
at 1 a.m. for Kennedy Inter-
national Airport in New York.
The last hijacking of U.S. - . -
'aItWifra Cuba occiirrealidie 
.i3 rsians _having . recent
11, 1979, when a lone man took
over a Delta jet en route from
New York to Fort Lauderdale,
Fla. The passengers and crew
were allowed to return to the
United States.
U.S. airplane- hijackings
began_ in 1961-when Antailio
Ramirez Ortiz forced a
National Airlines plane to fly
him from Florida to Cuba.
Skyjacking reached a peak
of 33 in 1969, then began to
taper off through the 1970s as
security measures were
implemented. Between 1961
and 1973, when the U.S. and
Cuba signed a treaty for the
extradition and prosecution of
hijackers, 87 U.S. planes were
diverted to Cuba.
last August a man wielding
a bottle demanded a
Ntianobound Eastern Airlines
jet take him to Cuba. The
(114ht was diverted, but
passengers and crew over-
poiered the hijacker and
t, and him with neckties. The
pt;ine iaifded safely in Miami.
Reading Materials -
Needed At Hospital
' Heading materials are
nceded for the patients at the
Murray-Calloway County
flo.pital, according to of-
t ii•ials of the Calloway County
"h,ipter of the American Red
paper back books, magazines
Lind other reading sources are
asKed to donate them to the
hospital.
Ar* one having materials to
donate may bring them to the
tied Cross office in the
l'alloway-County Courtiliause
or to the lobby of the local
.pital.
United States farm
residents are now out-
nanibe red about 30-to-1 by the
r-ct of the population, ac-




 Frakces Drake 
FOR SATURDAY. J ANUARY 26, 1980
e!!:
10..<
What kind of day will
-tomorrow be.„To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.,
ARIES
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)-vor i•
A lively p.m. gathering is
stimulating, but know your
facts before airing opinions. A
close ally becomes in-
creasingly creative,
TAURUS'
(Apr. 2) to May ?Ar 104(ii7.
Be alert for a career
opening that promises in-
creased revenues. At the same
NO, ITS NOT FALLING
ON MOST OF US
Aar.
WELL,T)-(EN, YOU CAN
REPORT I SAID THE
PAPER IS STUPIPAND




















SHE LIKES -RD KEEP 'N
TOUCH BUT SHE DOES N. -
HAVE MUCH TO 54.,
tune, watch overspending
chile havifig good times.
May 21 to June 201 s
GEMINI
The outlook is promising for
both relationships and distant
matters. A weekend jaunt'
should prove esp pleasurable.
LANCER
June 21 to July 22)4300
Find a niche at home where
‘ou can work comfortably.
Enjoy privacy and self-
analysis, but be 'alert to
others' fee-hugs:,
LEO
(July 23' to Aug. 221 atigz
You should feel proud of a
loved one with whom to share
the limelight. Make a
beginning on a creative
project. Trust imagination.
VIRGO
i Aug. 23 to Sept44) 11 ”ii
Make a budget for those
home improvements you've
been dreaming about. Forget
about remuneration, enjoy a
job for its ownsake.
LIBRA • 17'1
(Sept-23 to Oct. 22)-" '-
Creativity Realts. Put new
-d-e7is=Tnto-actTori7Wif-te -plans
for---a-pleature thp; don't
, overlook the importance of
another's insight.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 -to Nov.. 21/ 1-1/11°V.
With a littlesesearch, you'll
unearth a financial op-
portunity. Consult with loved
ones before parting with joint.
assets.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Though you and a loved one
come to an understanding,




(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Intuition is prompting you in
a new career direction. Pay.
attention to innet needs. Avoid
overtiring yourself in p.m.
AQUARIUS
iJan. 20 to Feb. 18)
. A friend from afar will soon
play an. important part in your
life. Enjoy leisure activity, but
watch overindulgence.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 X
Settle old issues. Make plans
for long-range security. A
moment of privacy helps you -
in dealing with the needs of
oth707.1.1 BORN TODAY are a
humanitarian with executive
ability. You have the power to
implement your ideals. You
would have success in
businesses allied to the arts
and can succeed as a
theatrical producer or art
dealer. Your practical know-
how combined with your in-
ter in otftrs makes you
ualified for civic
leadership and philanthropy.
Your intellect combined with
your imagination marks you
for .success as an artist,
writer, educator or actor. You
may have a special talent for
adatirJetralion. Eirthdate.
Paul Newman, actor; Douglas
MacArthur, military com-
mander; and Eartha Kitt,
actress.
1. Legal Notice
I, Thomas Buchanan. Jr . as of
the 24th of January 1980 will
no longer be responsible for
any debts other than My own
27Nake
All former employees of
Calloway Manufacturing go. to
attorney Max Parker's office to
sign papers for the Labor Board
for our wages 







Why so many different
churches? 759-4444.
For Teens: a way that is
right sad am riot be
wrong. 759-4445.








to check the last in
ssertion of ads for correc•
tion This newspaper will
be responsible for only
one incorreci ins.ertic;n
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY.AND
NOTIFY US !TROMP TLY. IN
CASE OF AN ERROR
John 1415. If ye love me,
keep my commandments II
John 19 Whosoever tran-
sgresseth and abideth not in
the doctrine of Christ hath not
God lie- that abideth in the
doctrine of Chnst„he hath the
Father ana the Son. Sabbath
worship service Saturday's 11
AM,and PM_ 13/ble studyl tit
8 evenings, Study by phone
anytime Free Store for the
needy All donations - ap-
preciated Anyone having need
or would like Bible info-nation
or study call Bible Facts Of Free
Store 759-4600
What we di) best is care
Needline. 753 6333










35 East Chestnut Street
Columbus ON0 43215
6. Help Wanted
Babysitter needed in my home
8 am to 1 pm, five days a week.
Must havereferences. Call 759- -
1816 after 4 pm. 
Babysitter in my home, 7.30-
3 00, Monday-Friday, for 20 .
month old. 753-6445. 
Experienced diesel mechanic
wanted. References and tools
required. Good par and
benefits. Call 753-4626. 
Part time helper for Water and
Gas System, also part time City
Clerk. Call 492-8142 before 5
prd, City of Hazel. equal oppor-
tunity employer.
Sell Avon's exciting cosmetics.
exclusive iewelry and great
men's products You'll be
amazed to find how easy and
enjoyable it can be. Call -753-
5750 in-Murray or 443-3366 in
Paducah for details
women foLieMPOIY
telephone work_ Both day and
evening shift. Call-753'8566. 
Wanted immediately- RN or
LPN for 11 to 7 shift, excellent
salary with shift differentials
Insure plan with PCS drug
card. vacations, and holidays.
Care Inn, illh & Indlana,
Mayfield. 247-0200 
Waitress wanted, apply in per-
son. Hungry Bear. .1409 Main
Wanted 4 ladies to do sales
work, not door to door selling.
Part time. $100. full time
S200.and up Send name and
phone number to Route 5 Box
315B. Murray, ltY 42071 -
93itifition Waited-
Will do sewing and alterations
Also specialize in making
uniforms  Call 437-4401 
Will do babylitting in my home.
Monday through Friday, 753-
2225 




Earn $356 weekly -guaranteed
Work 2 hours daily at home
($178 for one hour daily) Free
brochure. Write L.R.B.. 208 N-




Includes real estate, business
personal property and equip-
ment plus inventory For fur-




Wallis Stained Glass is offering
classes in Stained glass and
wood carving For information
call or write Wallis Stained
Glass. Highway 121 West. Mur-
ray. KY. 489-2613  
14:W1i-it-To-Buy
Female Sear-point Siamese kit-
ten Call 753-6147-_
Wanted to buy: Used mobile -
homes. HI 12 and 14' wide
-
Want to BO a sliding glass'
door Call 753 5595 after 8
Pm
15. Articles For Sale
Antique sofa One end raised
like fainting sofa Carved wood
(Oak) back Opens to make bed
- Good codjtion. 200 Call 753-
.
Large gas tank and" pump. also •




In Ipving memory of Mrs
Laverne Adams Miller who
passed away 4 years ago
January 25. Mother. To one
who bears the sweetest name
and adds a hitter to the same,
who. shared our joy. who
chiered when sad. the greatest
friend we ever had. A long life
we wanted for her for there's
no other can take the place of
our dear Mother SaOly .missed
and loved so much by her
children, family and friends. 
5:- t and Found
Lost female Bassett Hound
near Canterbury Estates. Call
753-3697. 
.1.6s1:-White 'Poodle:pet by The
_name lost uptown. Call
153-0600. Reward! •_-
Lost one folding chair on
highway between Murray and
Almo. Call 753-1952 - 
$100 Reward for the return of
„,bIaL
mintture Schouser. missing
. from Dogwood and Glendale.
Our chaens Pe. an 753-
. 6862.
Ladies knit stacks also ladies
blue  jeans size 10-12. also nice
boys•-blue-rent-stize•
Twinn size bed with box spr-
ings and mattress in real good
condition also new field glasses
7 x 50. Caall 753-4104
it Hontefurriiibilgs--
Kitchen Aide dishwasher, ex-
cellent condition. $150. Call
; 436-2744 or 753-7346.
Queen size Jamison
posturepedic mattress and box
springs with Hollywood frame.
$150'. Call 753-5057. 
Used Furniture. Bar with 6
stools, bookshelves, vanity, full
. and half beds, chest, dresser.
record player. ping pong
table.pool table, typewriter.
TV's. trunks, storage box,
folding_ chairs. 'Odds desk.
baby bed. play pen, high chair,
wardrobe, 6 maple chaiis, 5
piece dinetteand electric
heater. Call 753-1502. 10 N
• 4th Street, Murray
19. Farm Equipment 
For sale John Deere 1941"
double fold disc $6250, John
Deere 13' chisel plow. $1850;
John .Deere cultunulcher, 15',
$3000. John -Deere 6-16-
plows, semi-mounted, $3250;
John Deere six row cultivator,
$1850 Call after 5 pm. 489-
2141
FENCE MATERIALS
Chain link fence, 3 to
12 ft. tall, Cedar
privacy fence, split
rail, barbwire, wood,0
and steel post, gates,
Dog kennels. Also pipe
and tubing for struc-
tural use,




Hwy 60W Paducah, Ky
165 _Massa firgu,sOn
1400 hours, excellent condi-
tion 753-9507 • 
• STEEL BUILDINGS. Factory
clearance, save now!
4002x14, $5995, 40x48x14,
$4595. Other sues available.
Call collect 16l4-A63-l334. _ 
20: Sports _Equipment__
Boys Spider bike for sale, $30.
Call 753-8200 Can be seen it
1718 Holiday Drive.
22-. Musical
Drive a little and save alot! Us-
ed organ, used Spuiet and
upright pianos. Rent a new
piano from Leach's Music &
TV . downtown. Paris since
1926
HAMMOND ORGAN. Excellent
condition Worth $600, will
take - best offer. Need to sell!
Call 753-0243.
So long Santa' But why, did
you leave us so many pianos
and organs? Must sell at our
cost some for only $20 a mon-
th Also used pianes-•••-end--
organs. Hurry back Santa, but
please don't make us play San-
ta next January. Clayton's - &
B Music. Dixieland Center,
Murray 753-7575,
23. Exterminating
- -24. Miscellaneous 
Antique wood stove, $50. 753-
8948 after 5 pm. 
CB antenna. 3 element. 18 ft
beam, 50 h coax $40 436-
2744 or' 153 7346. 
Firewood. 18 inch, 24 inch.
Oak and Hickory. $25 00 rick.
Fancy natural hone! $4 50 qt.
,
Firewood for sate._ $20 and up,
debve,ed 753-9871 or 767-
4441_
Guarenteed Amway Products
for every need are lust k_phone
call away We deliver. Call 759-
4868 .
Paulo chain saw, XL-250. 2
bars_ 14- and 16=, can log
case_ $100. 436-77)Sor 7S3-
7346.
Twwo used garage doors, used
windows. miscellamous doors.
used bathtub 41c1 shower stall
Call 753-4124
23-Volumne set of En-
cylopedias. Brittanicas, with
World Atlas Call 753-2636 
21:rirldio 
25 Inch color console t.v.,
$100 'Call 492-8441. 
,Wanted responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on 25- color t.v Warranted.
Clayton's • 1 & B Music, 753-
7575 
27. Mobile-iii-me-Ulis
12x66 Norris mobile home for
sale. Call 753-2617 days, 753-
8553 nights. ask for Jerry
Turner.
Two bedroom mobile home.
12x34. furniture includes kit-
chen appliances only. $2400 or
best offer Call 489-2381
30.11Usiness RpntaT-
For rent: One office. 1000 sq.
ft., carpeted Located at 1400
Hillwood Drive Call 753.8024
HELP WANTED
Now hiring, full or port time, $7.00 per hour to
start, Local National AAA-1 rated Corporation needs
10 neat, honest, young minded people with permantrit
address to fill 10 good jobs immediately.
No experience needed, car necessary, complete
paid training program, paid vacation, group insurance
and bonus.. Only those willing to sae- nf?d apply.-Cap
I 753-9444 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday only. No
- other time. Ask for Mr. Shaw.
I'































































































Want to rent space for Mobile
home with utilities Phone
618-658-8259.
3-21iiiti. For Rent
Beautiful new 2 bedroom
duplex in convenient Nor-
thwood Subdivision. ready- for
first occupancy February '1st
Large fully equipped kitchen.
economical heat pump. TVA
recommended insulation $215
per month Call 753-7853.
Deluxe, super clean 3
bedroom apartment, central
air heat pump No pets $280
641 South -492-8452.
Furnished adartment near
- downtown Murray. Call 753-
4109 
Furnished Apartment $125 per
month plus deposit Call 753-
3411 between 11 am and 3 pm
or come by 1607 Farmer Ave.
Large 2 bedroom 2 bath apart.
rnent. carpeted central heat
and air partial utilities furnish-
ed Apply 1414 Vine Street
- Newly decorated one bedroom
furnished apartment Partail
ei". ,,utilitres furnished. Apply after
4  pm at 1414 Vine Street
New two bedroom Apt many
extras. $265 Call 153-1779
New two bedroom duplex
Westwood subdivision 1906





2, 4 or 4 girls.
Phone 753-5865 or
753-5108. '
33. Rooms for Rent
Rooms for rent bne block from
University Girls only Call 759-
4909 pr 753-1812
Large . room for rent new
carpet, all utilities paid one
block from University $70 per
month. 753-0430 or 753-8131.
34. Houses For Rent
House for rent in town 2
bedrooms DLapes and
dishwasher turnished. carpted
$225 per month deposit' re-
quired Call after 4 pm 153-
6900.
GRANDPARENTS...
put a photo where your heart is...
Your Grandchild's photo in a Heart
Send a really unusual Voierthrie to your
Grandchild this Valentine's Doy Moil or bring
your Grandchild's photo to the Classified
Advertising Deportment with his or her name.
Plus your name and address before February
Ilth. Cost is only $6 00 per heart '
34. Houses For Rent
Nice three beigroom home in
Benton olose to stores. $250
per month security deposit re-
quired Adults no children or
pets Call 521-1962 after 6 pm
Three bedroom house near
Kentucky lake Completely fur-
nished washer and dryer in-
cluded. Deposit required Call
after 5 pm. 753-8964
Three bedroom brick house
near University $225 per mon-
th Family only No pets 153-
3942
Three bedroom House 2'.? miles
from town $200 per month.
$150 deposit. Call 753-1353.
Three bedroom brick_ 1.
bath,fully carpeted.den. car-
port. 5 miles West of Murray.
References and security
deposit required Call 1-382-
8255 or 1-382-2731.







Wheat strawil 00 bale Call
753'0248 or 7532893
31.-Pets-Suppfies 
AKC German Shepherd pup-
pies. Also guard dogs 554-
2153.
Beginning dog obedience
classes, all dogs from two mon-
ths up are trainable Have a
better behaved companion
Call 436-2858 
For sale AKC registered Dober-
man Pincher. house trained
black and rust 753-8603
Irish Setter puppies for sale
$30 each 6 males 1 female
Call after 6 pm. 1-522-3686
4F. S-111 
Garage sale 3 party. January
26th and 27th Everything you
can !alive. furniture and ap-
pliances free coffee 1304 S
16th St
Rummage sale. Friday and
Saturday January 25th and
26th 9 AM 01 3 PM 414 N 4th




Needed immediately, an office Nurse in a
very busy local practice. Salary plus ex-
tra benefits which have phenomenal
potential. The job must be filled by an in-
dividual who can assist in both the office
and at surgery. Training will be given,
.-... _ wt experipace wivking with peopleand a.
I
willingness to'work long hours•will be re-
quired. If interested apply by letter in-
cluding resume to P, 0. Box 32C, Murray,
Ky.
1978 Trans Am, low mileage, T-Top, extra clean.
1978 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, one oviner, new -car
trade in.
1977 Cadillac Eldorado Coupe, loaded, one
owner, new car trade in.
1977 Mark y, low mileage, extra clean.
1177 Grand Prix, white, one owner, new car trade
in.
1975 Chevrolet Caprice Coupe, low mileage, one
owner.
1975 Chevrolet Monte Carlo, white, power seats,
power windows, AM-FM, tape deck, extra
clean.
1975 Olds Cutlass S Coupe, black and white,
swivel seats. -
1974 Monte Carlo, low mileage, extra clean.
1974 Olds 88, four door, white with red top, double
power and air.
1974 Olds Cutlass Wagon, sun roof.
1974 Dodge Custom Wagon, 9 passengers, double
power and air.
1173 Olds Custom Cruiser Wagon, 9 passengers.
1973 Mercury Montego Brame, four door, one
owner, new car tradb.tor











Call Century 21 Lorqtta Jobs
Realtors about our VIP Referral
Service because changing
homes is enough trauma by
itself. In a word it s called ad-
justment. Moving from home to
home and neighborhood to
meg h bor hood
After we sell your home we
pride ourselves on knowing the
neighborhood that awaits you
elsewhere. .The schools, parks,
shopping facilities Now for the
ingenious- part NIP Referral
may also find a buyer for your
present home from another ci-
ty, then help that family adjust
to your neighborhood,. Sound
familiar? It's the same thing
we do for you. _someplace else.
Call 753-1492 for helpful infor- steam when I was a markup*; boy in a
mation on this service.
First time offered Brick home
just 5 years old located on ap,
proximately 24 acres of land
with excellent garden site and
'room for outdoor living 3trx
30 detached garage and work
shop with heat and bath. Home
has convenient and economical
central gas heat and fully
equipped kitcheo Priced
below appraised value. Call








(901, 79 7986 6/ 4 74 3,1 3
• Soon futvon tenr
Look us over before - you look
around When yOu're ready to
buy a home you need a lot of
questions 'answered Like what
kind of -financing is best?
Where are the schools Shopp-
ing Centers? What about the
paperwork that's usually involv-
ed? Get the lump on these and
other questions by calling Cen-
tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors.
at 753-T492 .fie have lust this
kind of information that makes
your house hunting easier_ .
New listing! New 2 bedroom
home kitchen complete with
all appliances, carpet
throughout. 2.2 feet of closet
space. •outside ,storage. con-
crete patio and driveway Call








Waterfront home You ye
dreamed of owning your own
home on a large waterfront lot
tkeing_able Jo_ watch „the
sun rise blisten across the star--
lake' Web here is is- 2 acres on
the bank of deep water with
TVA dock permit, spacious 7
room home which will allow
you to add your own brushing
touches Appliances included
Central electric heat and air is
supplemented by a wood burn-




This may be the home
you've been waiting
for, designed to bring
instant happiness and
pleasure to your fami-
ly. Nothing Was
overlooked in making
this quality home the
ultimate in beauty.
and offers 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, large family
room with fireplace.
and double car
garage. Call and treat
yourself to a showing
of this lovely home.
Phone 753-1222, Kop-
perud Realty, for full-







burning stove and in-
sulation galore, make
this an economical and
affordable family






Your homes for living I
trd heafty, 753-1222.
I heard less aggravated people bloWing. off
supermarket.-
43. Real Estate  43. Real Estate
753-7411
AROUND THE CLOCK
We're sold on your house
before we sell it . Our theory is
simple. We take the time to
know your house, price it cor-
rectly and discover its distinc-
tive features. Because were
sold on it, it's much easier to
find the right buyers and close
the sale. Then we even save you
time after the sale by helping
with time-consuming paper-
work Its all a matter of spen.
ding our time wisely SO a
doesn't waste yours This is fust
another reason you should call
Century 21 Loretta Job
Realtors today at 753-1492





,S4r ittl I F I
SMALL FARM
Always yearned for
land of your own - then
look at this! Modern 13




and air, deep well, 13.7
acres, 8 tend., 4 in
timber. Located '2
way between Murray
_214 444 - y_ L. 444
$44,900.
19 ACRES
Located near Hazel on
EV'. Miller RD. Ext.
West of Hwy. 641 join-
ing city limits. Level
high productive land, 3






Can be yours today!
Beauty has been cap-
tured in this unique
contemporary home in
Canterbury Estates.
The gap has been
bridged between beau-
ty and quality with this
architectural master-
piece. Phonc,us today
to view -this exclusive

















ty,•753-1222 for all your
Real Estate needs. We
are members of Multi-
ple Listing Service.
45. Farms For Sale 
Forty acres. 28 acres in perma-
nent pasture. Pole barn good
well, 3 ponds, one stocked with
fish. Located on old Murray
Concord road, 1 • miles from
Murray $35 000. 753-3625. 
47. Motorcycles. _
250 cc Honda Trail bike 'ex-
cellent condition $390 Call
753-9920 
1917 Kawaski K/ 400. 2500
miles, excellent condition with
helmet $900 Call 753-6059














49. Used Cars 
1969 Buick Skylark, power
steering, power brakes,
auXmatic, excellentcondition,
$800. Call 43-6-2289. 
1966- .Chevrolet Impala, 283
automatic, power steering, air
conditioning. 753-8185. 
1973 Capriee Classic, 54,000
miles, new tires, wire wheel
covers. Nice car. $1700. Call
492-8224. 
1961 Chevrolet convertible, no
motor or transmission. Also a
1961 stationwagon with 348
big block- motor. Both cars
restorable $195 for pair. Call
437-4-817 after 5 pm. Must
sell, make offer. moving! 
1975 Chrysler Cordoba, air,
Power steering brakes and win-
dows cruise, valure interior,
new tires. Call 753-8449 or
48.9_-_&14
1971 Datsun 240Z. original.
Newly rebuilt engine AM-FM.
AC good tires, good shape.
Needs minor body work. Cop-
per bronze. $2550. 753-8121
after 5 pm. 
1976 Datsun. blue. .2802, 4-
speed. air conditioned, AM-FM
radio, good condition, $5300.
Call 753-7655. 
1976 Eltra limited. 40.000
miles. $3500. Call after 5 pm,
753-7458. 
1972 Ford with 1975 motor.
good condition. Call 753-6392,
1967 Ford LTD. excellent runn-
ing condition $450. Call 753-
,2636. •
1970 Opal GT. 753-9474. 
1977 Silver Camaro. 6 cylinder.
excellent condition. AM-FM
stereo radio with tape player.
Call 767-2550 
1964 Triumph TR4. 759-1189
after*6 pm. ,
House and 15 acres with good 
1-972 Volkswagen Super Beetle.
cattle shed tobacco barn. and 
new tires, completely rebuilt
other out buildings..More acres- _
motor, body xcellent. 753-
- ow.1**Ito46--tarf:lyti:TitiriftUs - -
ed if desired 435-4489.  1976 Vega stationwagon, ex-
46:Homes For  Sale  c7e8151e3nt condition. Call 753-
Brand new duplex under con- 1971 Volkswagen Super Beetle
struction nearly completed. By with sun roof, re-built motor
builder Call 753-9400.  $1100 Call 492-8224 
House for sale by owner. 106 S 51 Used Trucks
13th St Call 753-0305. 
47-.-Witorcycles 
1472 Model 500 Kawaski,
3200 actual miles. like new,
$750. Call 753-5463. 
250 RM Suzuki 435-4383,
Mobile Home For Sole
Mobile home, 1 2x60, Nice, 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, sun
deck. Located- at Riviera Courts. $5500 Call 753-
0458 from 1 to 9 p.m.
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 IV•hevi
NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.23 PRICE SNARE 75.
Per Ileesileel Pelle Owes toll 71341443 ess dee is eaves.- 11•Imry he*
Sorwle•
WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS 'FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOA4Y PRODUCTS





1975 Bronco. A-1 shape.
$3250. Call 753-3514- or after
5:30 pm. 436-5434 
1954 Chevrolet pickup half
ton, excellent condition $395
or best offer. 492-8615. 
* 1974 Chevrolet pickup, good
conlIttion. air and power. tilt
wheel. dual tanks, slide in rear
glass. AM-FM. $1490. Call 489-
2595.
-1977 . Chevrolet Praia_ short
bed. asking $2500. Call
7538162 
1976 Dodge. 4 wheel drive
Pickup $2700. Pointer bird
dog $150. Two wheel trailer
$50. Call 753-0230. 
1974 Ford Ranger Xl,T, $2150.
Call after 5pm. 753-7458. 
For sale - 1915 Chevy van. Call
after 5 pm. 492-8710. 
•1978 Ford F-150. Loaded with
equipment. 753-9400 
1970 F-250 Ford pickup truck.
S600. Call 753-4652 between
8 and C30. 
For sale: 1970 model Chevrolet
half ton truck. 350 VS'. 3-
speed. 68.000 miles. $1400.
May be seen at Ray Apart-
ments. 3 miles north 121 by
fair-grounds or phone 767-
2414 or 767-6356.
19.76 Ford F-250 Pickup, good
mech. Rough body. best offer.
Call 436-2227. 
1973 International Travelall
truck. model 1010, 8 cylinder.
automatic transmission, air
conditioned. radio, heater.
power clean anxious to sell,
51195. Call 753-8050 of 153-
6500. 
1969 IH. 1600, grain bed,
hoist. $30(6 Call 435-4247
50. Used Trucks
1970 Jeep Commando. 4x4. 18
mpg, with air Also Ben
Franklin fireplace, and duck
decoys. 753-3621 or 753-4871
1960 Model School Bus. Call
753-8021 or 753-6860
Chestnut Gen. Baptist Church. 
51. Campers 
1973 F-250 Ford pickup with
Dreamer -camper. Both in ex-
cellent condition. Call 159..
1328 
52. Boats and Motors 
1976 Hydro-Sport bass boat,
loaded, with 1977 model 115
Mercury, excellent condition.
753-8603. 
53. Services Offered 
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodel-
ing and maintenance.
References. Guaranteed work.
Free estimates. Call 753-8948
or 753-2501. after 5 m.
Byers Brothers 8 Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding, gutters, and




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753-5'827: 
•
Concrete and block work. Block
garages. basements, driveways.
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates 753-5476. 
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753-
2310. for free estimates.
Licensed electrician. Prompt
efficent service. Reasonable
rates. Call Ernest White 753-
0605. 
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203. 
Mobile home anchors and
underpinning, aluminum or
fiberglass. Also patio awnings
and carports, single or double.
Jack Glover. 753-1873 after 6
pm.
Mark Smith, masonary contrac-
tor; fireplaces, flus built,




mercial or residential Free
estimates. 759-1-987 .
Sewing machine repair at
home, all makes and models
Small repair. oiling, cleaning
re-adiusting Service, call in-
cluded, $20 Wulff Sewing





Small or Ng Jobs
753-8021
Driveways white, rocked and
graded. free eitimates. Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429, after 4
pm.
For all your carpenter work call
Morris Wilson 753-2988 
Guttering by Sears. Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Having trouble getting things
done around the home? Plumb-








your needs old or new quality
work Call 753-0565 
Herndon 's Welding. Route 6.
Box 154 153-950/
Wet basement? We make wet
'basements dry work complete-
ly guarenteecl Call or write
Morgan Construction Co..
Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night.
1-442-1026. 
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel.
Also do backhoe work. Calf
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
753-6763 
Will do plumbing and heating
repairs and remodeling around
the home. Call 753-2211 or
753-9600. 
Will do babysitting days in my
home. Call 437-41-j1. 
55.  Feed And Seed
Good Timothy hay for sale 435-
4489 
56. Free Column 
Lovable dog lyear old, half col-
lie half shepherd Good with
children. Call 753'0642. 
57. Wanted 
Would like to buy wood working
tools including: 8 in. table saw;
12 in. drill press; band saw;
lathe; belt sander; jointer. Call
437-4205.
I Home window deaning, no job too large or small,reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 759.1176day or night.
nib 41111161111.164 FREE20 MILEDELIVERY,
753-0984
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U-
BUILD, pre-cut completely reedy to assemble up to 24
x60. Bay the best for less.
C11418 MOM AS, 5P.M. ill MM. 2 P.M
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS ,
Valentine
welines
on Valentine's Day _----
in this newspaper.
Think how happy your "special someone"
will be when she (or he) reads the personal
message O&M you on Valentine's Day.
Build a memory, compose your message.
and mail or phone it to the Classified Ad-
vertising Department. The cost is tow:
Your message will appear in the special
Valentine Love Lines feature in the Classi-
fied section of this newspaper on Valentine's.
Day, February 14.
Send the coupon below or dial 753-1916
Easy Order Blank For
Valentine
Love Lines
PRINT YOUR COPY HERE FOR VALENTINE LOVE LINES






Mail so that I reaches us no later than Feb. 12 Your message will
appear on Feb. 14. Valentine's Day. Mail coupon and check or
money order tb:
The Ledger It Times
Classified Advertising Department










The funeral for Mrs. Lavelle
*Smith of Murray Route 3 was
held today at 10 a.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Layne Shanklin officiating





Overbej4 Carl: Poyner and
Herschell Robertson. ;Burial
was in the Bethel Cemetery.
Mrs. Smith, 51, died Wed-
nesday at 3:26 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by her
mother, Mrs. Opal Taylor,
Benton; daughter, Mrs.
James Sills, and grand-
daughter_ Stacey Sills,
Murray Route 6; San, David
Smith, Murray.
Robert A. Cole Is
Dead At Age Of 80;
Services Saturday
Robert Alvis Cole of- 026
Ellis Drive, Murray, died
Thursday morning at St.
Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn. He as 80 years of age.
Mr. Cole was a retired
employee of the maintenance
department of the Murray-
-Calloway County- Hospital
Born Dec. 29, 1899, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Charlie Cole
and Roxie Underwood Cola .
Survivors include his. wife,
Mrs. Obie Paschall Cole, to
whom he was married on July
18, 1918; three daughters, Mrs.
P. E. ( Novie I Wylie and Mrs.
Paducah, and M Tommy
Otis ( Mavis) Cohoon,
I Billie) Carroll, Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Estell Paschall,
Murray Amite 1, and Mrs. -
Jessie Gowins, Wappapello,
'Mo.; one brother, Wayne Cole,
St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. Cole is also survived by
four grandchildren—Mrs. Phil
( Tonya Morris, Murray,
• Joseph Robert Houston,
- Clarksville, . Tenn., John
Daniel Houston, Murray, and
Davicl . _Michael__ Houston,
Paducah; one ggreat_ gran,
ddaughter, Vanessa Ann
Houston, Paducah.
The, funeral will be held
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe officiating and
Gus Robertson, Jr., as soloist.
Pallbearers will be -Claude
Vaughn, Thomas Bell, Carves,
George, and Pat Paschall, and
Randy Thornton.- Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.






Prayer services for Mrs.
Anna Szychulda of Hamlin
will be held tonight 1Friday )
at 7 p.m. at the chapel of the J.
H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Friends may call there after 4
.p.m. today.
The body will be tran,sferred
Saturday morning to the
Stanley Funeral Home,
Chicago, Ill. Funeral services
will be held there with burial
in the St. Adalberts Cemetery,
Chicago, Ill. •
Mrs. Szychulda, 85, died
Thursday at 9:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. A member of St.
I.eo's Catholic Church,
Murray, she was a retired
employee of the Chicago Coin
Company.
Born —July 26, 1894, in.
Poland, she was the &tighter
of the late Julian Tyburski and
Josephine Rutkowski
Tyburski. Her husband, Felix
chulda, is deceased.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Sallie Gay,
Hamlin; and Mrs. Clare






Mrs. Alta M. Tyler \ Coles Camp Ground,-
Dies With Funeral Vernetery. . The first Canadian iron-Mends may call at the smelter was established in




Pair To Speak At Sinking Spring Sunday
David Smotherman and
Ronnie Walker will be
speakers .at the 11 a.m. ser-
vices and. Jim Neale and
Rudell Parks at the 7 p.m.
services on Sunday, Jan. 17, at
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
The deacon of the week,
Raymond Crawford, will
assist in the services. Special
music will be by the Men's
Choir, directed by Tommy
Scott with Patsy Neale as




Mrs. Alta M. Tyler died
Thursday at 2:55 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospial. She was 73 years of
age and had worked as a nurse'
at the Mayfield Hospital for 17
years. . •
The deceased was a resident
of 220 Willow Street, Mayfield.
Born Aug. 9, 1906, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Willie
Styles and Nina Lassiter
Styles. She was a member of
the North Fork Baptist Church
in Henry County, Tenn.
Mrs. Tyler is survived by
three daughters—Mrs. Doyce'
(Kathlen) Morris, 1626 West
Olive, Murray, Mrs. Hershel
(von) Mitchener and- Mrs.
Don (-Mildred )- Gerson,
Detroit, Mich.; two sons, J. W.
Tyler, St. Charles, Mo., and
Max Tyler, Edwardsville, Ill.;
two sisters, Mrs. Cleo
(Virginia ) Lovett and Mrs.
Everett (Ruby) Landers, and
two brothers, Adolphus and
Lester Styles, all of St. Louis,
Mo.; 10 grandchildren; three
great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
'The' ié
not been set at 12 noon today. -
Richard Lassiter of 501
Broad Street, Murray, died
Thursday at 4:10 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He had been stricken
ill Thursday morning while at
work at the Martin Oil
Company where he had been
employed for 26 years.
Mr. Lassiter, 64, was a
member of the Liberty
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church and-American begion
Post No. 73, and was a veteran
of World-War IL Born Jan. 1,
1916, he was the son of the. late
Jobie Lee lassiter and Emily
Ann Fleeman Lassiter.
Survivors include his. wife,
Mrs. Ethel Lee Lassiter,. to
whom he was married on June
9, 1945; One brother, Charlie
Lassiter and wife, Ruth, 1411
Story, Murray; one nephew,
Jerry 1... Lassiter and wife,
Deborah, 807 North 18th
Street, Murray; two cousins,
Madison and Allen Jones,
Murray.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 3 p.m. at the
chaPeI lthe Blalock-Coleman-
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Truman H. Sanders and the
Rev. Bob Dotson officiating.
Mrs. Otto Erwin will be
organist.
Burial will follow in. the available. _
-The Trinity Christian
Center, located at North 18th
Stree and Calloway Avenue,
Murray, will have special
services on the theme of
"Three Great Nights of
Spiritual Renewal" *ding
tonight (Friday) and con-
tinuing through Sunday night.
Guest speaker for the.
services will be the Rev.
Elmer -I.eece, district
superintendent of the state of
Kentucky with the Pentecostal
Church of God. Prior to his
present position he served as
pastor and district youth
director of the state of Ohio.
The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said. A nursery will be
Study Of Middle East
Set At Methodist Church
- The Mission Work Areift\
the First United Methodi
Church has planned a four:
Sunday night study of the
Middle East, The first session
will begin Jan. 27 at 5:30 p.m.
with a chili supper.
Dr. Farouk Umar, professor
of political science at Murray
State University, will speak at
approximately 6:15 p.m. on
the historical background of
the 'Middle East and lead a
question and answer period.
The cultural and religious
baeltgroupd-of this-region will -
be De. Umar's topic for the
second Sunday night session.
For the third evening a
panel discussion is being
planned with Dr. Richard'
Butwell, vice president for
Academic Programs at
Murray State University, as
the leader.
Group discussions and a
wrap-up session on the fourth
Sunday night with a pot luck
supper featuring Middle East'
dishes will conclude the study.
Classes for all ages have
been arranged. Mrs. .Gerry
-County 4,ihrary--has--se1ecte4 -
books on a wide variety ot
subjects concerning this study
: and arranged them on a book
table in the church' library
wh'tsh can he checked out.
Mrs. draves i's makine
a collection of interesting
'artifacts which will be on
display duringlhe duration of
the study.
The public is ozdially in-
. vited to participate all of
these, sessions, a urch
spokesman said.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1API — USDA
Cattle 350: slaughter and feeder class.
'steady; ,
Slaughter cows utility 47.00-51 00 .
dressing 62 00-53 00. cutter 4300-3t'
canner and cutter under 800 lb kt,
43-00;
Slaughter bulls 1-3 1265:2175 1t3 .-
64.25;
Slaughter calves and seaiers
160-28) lb vealers 86,00-97 00.
575 lb calve 65 50-77 50, feecier
_360-525 lb 7700.86.75; 400-680 •
77.00; holstems 300-500 lb 6.600-7.1'-..
915 lb 60.00-66.50, heifers 1-2
64.00-72.00; stock cows 780-1075 It;
58.50;
Hogs 500; barrows and el ]t•
higher; 1-2213-235 lb" 37-75-38 "di -
lb 37.50-37.75: 210-265 lb 37 00-37 J, —
steady.; 1-2 300-350 lb 27,00-U
lb 30.00-31.00; 500-5601b 31 00-33 -




The future of this community is filled with rich
promise thanks to the adive involvement of
our Jaycees. Let's support their vital efforts.
401 Olive -
WE SALUTE THE JAYCEES




Sunday School with Jim
Neale as director will be at 10




Niethodist Chuch will have
orship services at 11 a.m. on
Sunday, Jan. 27, with the
pastor. the Rev. Julian
),% ren, as speaker.
Groover Parker, layman of
;ht., week, will assist in the
ices.
l'he choir, directed by
L harles Archer, will present
. music.
Church School with Jerry
Li:Oh as superintendent will be
10 _a.m.; and. the United
\!ethodist Youth Fellowship
,111 meet at 6:30 p.m., both on
S :May. •
Pleasa ni o v e To
Hear Pastor Speak
Trring Worship at South
, 'art Grove United
methodist Church will begin
S.Intiiiy, Jan. 27, at 10:45 a.m.
.,;ermon by the pastor, the
he,. Dr. Paul Blankenship,
Al be entitled "Blessed
Jriety".
During . the service of
rning worship, the church
als for 1980 will be
'unized and installed.
Fhe choir, under the
.lthTtion of Mrs. Imogene
1';,schall, will Sing "HoWtong
It Been" with Mrs.
hs ene Erwin_asbrganist and
1•,miny Gaines as pianist.
Sunday School will, begin as
• 45 a.m., evening worship at
n.m., and Youth Fellowship
• 45 p.m.'
Hog Market
,,-state Market News Service
•
Purchase Area Hog Market
, Includes 6 Buying Stations
Act 1008 Est 1300 Barrows
t• steady Sows steady uneven .50
_
• ...d0-2301bs.  236.7547.25
• :00-2401bs 336.50-36.75













with Randy Herndon as
director will be at 6 p.m., both
on Sunday.
Stock Market
Prices of stacks a/ local interest at
noun, EST . today, furnished to the Mur-
ray Ledger A flaws 10 First of




American Motors 844 -41
Ashland MIAs -1.4


































Dwain Taylor Chevrolet is pleased to an-
nounce that J. Hardeman Nix is back on the
sales staff. Many of his friends will be happy
to know that Hardeman is ready to help them
with the best possible deal at Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM PartsCENTRAL MOTORS MATS CeVt0064
Dwain Taylor Chevron, Inc.
641 South 751-2617 i
mem me= adaff• alitemw *Dm
Here It Is...










All winter morthondise most go to
make roost for spring arrivals.
Qraham & Jackson




WE'RE PROUD OF OUR
LY titill'4•4
We would like to take this opportunity
during Jaycee Week to salute the follow-
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u
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h
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c
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C
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.
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re
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C
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h
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